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W. J. McFadden Elected Rockland and Camden Lions Bay State Couple Figure In
Entertained Richly Yester
Serious Auto Accident At
President — Clambake At
day
By
Prof.
Snow
Highland Square
Oakland Park
i
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ROOSEVELT ON HIS WAY

EXCITEMENT IN ROCKPORT!

President Left Seal Harbor This MorningAftermath Of His Recent Visit Here

Nearly Two Hundred Men Join In Search For
Possible Fugitive Convict

Falling to make the turn at HignAt a meeting of the Rockland
The Rockland Lions Club offered
Townsend Club last night it was something new ln the way of enter land Square in Rockport Tuesday, a
voted to get behind Rev. J. Clarence tainment yesterday—a Down East new supercharged Auburn sedan oc
Rockport yesterday was the scene that the stranger might have been
The Courier-Gazette is indebted to his distinguished companions Is prob
Leckemby, independent candidate for poet whose verse is permeated by the cupied by Mr. and Mrs. Fernand Its vigilant North Haven correspond ably preserved to this day. The half of another man hunt, which recalled one of the escaped convicts.
|| ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• .♦-••••••••• IB Congress in Second District with full genuine Down East atmosphere..
Mrs. Shibles lost no time ln com
Oillet, 60 High street, Brookline, ent, Rev. H. F Huse, for the fol smoked cigar left by President Grant to older residents the famous search
•••
which
was
made
on
Beauchamp
municating
with Sheriff C. Earle
•••
A sudden thought strikes me,
was
also
a
treasured
souvenir
for
strength of The club which is now
Prof. Wilbert Snow of Wesleyan Mass,, jammed with terrific impact lowing accurate and highly interest
— —let us swear an eternal friendPoint ln November 1906 when the Ludwick, and from that official got
many
years.
It University, born on an island off the against two trees and a telephone ing report of President Roosevelt's
ship. —J. Hookham Prere
** creeping toward 500 members.
• • « •
desperate negro convict Minot St. Instant action.
was voted not to endorse any other Knox County coast, and his early pole.
The sheriff proceeded to spread the
The second President of the United Clair Francis was known to be at
visit to Pulpit Harbor Tuesday.
At Camden Community Hospital,
candidate for office as there are observations were essentially those of
States to visit Rockland was William large there. Francis was recaptured word, and in a very short time there
“
For
the
second
time
since
he
has
THE FARMERS EARNINGS
where the accident victims were at
many Republicans ln the Club as well one who Is brought Into daily asso tended by Dr. Harry C. Tounge, Jr., been President of these United States Howard Taft, who came here on the three weeks later but not at Rock had been mobilized a searching force
Were Highest Since 1931 Foe First as Democrats Mio wish to vote for ciation with the sea—one who has the condition of Mr. Gillet gave cause Franklin Delano Roosevelt on his yacht Mayflower, landing at Maine port, for he had eluded the large which found a large nucleus in the
Central wharf where he was greeted posses which were combing the terri 125 young men from the Camden
Five Months of This Year
grown to comprehend Its mysteries, for grave concern as examination re cruise down the coast of Maine has
their party lineup.
by a committee headed by Gov. Wil tory and had made his way to Glen- COC Hills Camp. This squad was
and
to
love
them.
visited
Pulpit
Harbor,
North
Haven.
vealed five fractured ribs, a possible
liam
T. Cobb. There followed a burn ln Penobscot County, where he under the command of Lieut. F. S.
Farmers’ cash receipts from the' The matter of having a clambake
Graduating from ftwdoin College fracture of the skull and numerous The first occasion was three years
Bagley. In the posse also were State
sightseeing automobile tour which
sale of principal products during the at Oakland Park and inviting all ol ln 1907 he had rightfully won the
cuts and bruises. Mrs. Gillet's case ago when on the Amberjack he an
Police, State Prison guards, all of
first five months of this year were the other clubs of the Second Dis appellation of poet laureate of That was not considered critical although chored in these protected waters for will never be forgotten by those who
the available members of the sheriff’s
the highest—$2,394390,000— for that trict was discussed. It was proposed institution. He eventually became a her injuries necessitated four stitches a day and a night. Tuesday, July 14, participated ln it. because it was a
force, and volunteers.
period since 1931. according to the to have Townsend speakers come to contributor to leading magazines and in her right knee, one in her left, was the second visit when on the hot, sticky day, and the back streets
The actual developments of the
Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
tiddress the gathering. The next newspapers, and not long ago Issued and treatment foi a number of abra Government steam yacht Potomac, carried a heavy coating of dust as
the
result
of
a
long
dry
spell.
day
were the discovery that some
Sales during the corresponding supper will be held at K. P. Hall his third volume of verse. The some sions and shock.
escorted by Destroyer No. 249, Gov
Crossing the Pleasant street iron
body had milked one of the cows in
period in 1935 totaled $2,138,370,000; Tuesday night and a welcome is ex what eccentric modem school of
The motorists were vacation-bound ernment sea planes, newspaper boats
that neighborhood early in the morn
in 1934 they were $1,854,251,000 and tended . Elmer Cayton was appoint poetry finds in him no spirit of en for a visit with relatives in Winter and other small craft, having come bridge President Taft insisted upon
alighting from his car and looking
ing, that the John Gribbel home on
ln 1933 they were $1,494,155,000. The ed chairman. Following the supper dorsement or enthusiasm.
Harbor. Mr. Gillet, who is a musi across the bay from Rockland, he down into the deep limerock quar
Beech Hill summit had been entered;
figures cover 33 crop and livestock there will be a dance.
“I had rather my poems were read cian in the Boston Symphony Or steamed by Pulpit Rock and came to
and that two suspicious looking men
commodities.
These officers were elected for by the people than admired by high chestra, is alleged to have seen an anchorage in the waters of this deep ries which were not thei) filled with
water as they are today. The Secret
had been seen around the Whitney
Farmers received In addition six months: President, William J. brow critics," he told his audience other car in the road as he made the harbor.
Service
men
remonstrated
with
him,
place on Route 1, near Beech Hill.
■
McFadden;
vice
president,
Charles
government benefit payments total
yesterday.
Told them also how corner swing and in order to escape
‘It was a beautiful and thrilling
The milking of the cow was the act
ling $112,415,000 during the first five ’ Lawrence; secretary, J. E. Rawley; much more influence poets like Ed it, headed his machine between two sight for those on shore and it must declaring that the bridge might not
be
safe,
and
strangely
enough
the
which
might be expected from a des
months of this year, compared with treasurer. Miss Ada Simmons; advis- gar Allen Poe and Milton exercised trees, but becoming confused, remem have been a unique and picturesque
bridge was found on the following
perately hungry man, such as one of
$256,000,000 in 1935, and $119,788,000 ! ory board, Bertha McIntosh, chalr- than did contemporary statesmen, bered no more.
sight for the President and all on day to have sunk an inch or two.
the fugitive convicts would be. En
j man; J. E. Rawley, Ralph Davis, dramatists, etc.
in 1934
The accident was investigated by shipboard, as they looked upon all
President Taft spoke from an auto
trance to the Gribbel house would
Regarding receipts by regions, the Florence Dawes, Charles W. Lee,
Turning to the subject of 100 per State Police, and the car, a mass of North Haven in cars and on the
be the act of a man seeking shelter
bureau said: Cash receipts from Warren Gardner. Hazel Nash, Elmer cent Americanism he declared that wreckage, was taken to a garage in green sward assembled to freet and mobile on Union street In front of
the Public Library, being introduced
after
long weary nights ln the cold
J
Cayton,
Emellne
Rawley
and
W.
8,|
marketings in the (North Atlantic
some people want a law which is en Camden.
honor the President, while the North by Albert C. McLoon then serving as
damp woods.
States were 14 percent higher than Tripp.
forced only against the other fellow.
Haven band in uniform played their mayor of the ojty.
The difficulties which confront a
The committees are: Finance, Ar- The country, he said, was founded by
in the same period of 1935, and the
excellent pieces.
COM
’
R
BELL
COMING
All along the parade route on that
search in the Beech Hill terrain, even
largest for the period since 1930. | thur D. Fish, William Murray; mem- men who did not believe in a de
"Two flags set up in front of the occasion the streets were crowded,
Sheriff Ludwick, who yesterday or by a posse ot 175 or 200 men, can be
Gains in income for the first five 1 bership. Annie Hahn. Ada Simmons. mocracy, and 3,000.000 people who
Head Of U. S. Fish Bureau bandstand added to the scene. It whereas on Tuesday the spectators
understood only by one who has fre
ganized the Rockport man-hunt
months of this year were recorded
did not believe in law at all.
seemed a real holiday occasion for converged very largely at three points
quented that locality. It Is a heavily
Will See Need Of Lobster North Haven, and such it was.
In all States in this region, ranging Davis. Hazel Nash, reception, Grace
He skirted the edges of political
—the Broad street railroad crossing,
wooded section, and ln the dense
Fish.
Emellne
Rawley,
Florence
from a gain of 2 per ent in New
promulgation ln a semi-facetious
"The President sat in the stern of the junction of Main street and Till had taken refuge in a haymow!
Rearing Station
undergrowth a score of men might lie
Jersey to a gain of 98 per cent in Dawes; publicity: J. E Rawley and manner, and did express the opinion
Yesterday
the
search
was
again
for
the Potomac where he could both see
undetected.
Oliver Hamlin.
Commissioner Frank B. Bell of the and be seen. At frequent intervals son avenue, and on Tillson wharf.
Maine.
that Father Coughlin's party would
Calvin Coolidge visited Rockland an escaped convict this time Fred
The searchers made as thorough a
L, W. Benner declined the presi not get more than nine million votes. U. S. Bureau of Fisheries will come to he waved his hand to the crowd
Deschane. who walked away from
while vice president, being met by a
search as possible In the wooded
dency on account of his campaign,
“I always wanted to write poetry,' Maine shortly to confer with Rodney ashore in acknowledging the selec reception committee at the Samoset one of the State Prison gardens in
area, and a cordon was immediately
company with another convict.
said Prof. Snow. “I went West, and E. Feyler, Commissioner of Sea and tions played by the band.
Hotel, and speaking on the Children’s
MOTOR FEES INCREASE
One of the fugitives Is believed to thrown around the base of the hill.
when I came back I saw Maine peo
“Just before the Potomac reached Playground.
Shore Fisheries and Gov. Brann on
have been seen In Warren some days I All of the nearby roads were closely
pie in a new light. I found they
the outer waters the Sewanna which
Col. Theodore Roosevelt had com ago, but yesterday the trail grew patrolled, and motorists, ignorant of
Receipts from Maine motor vehicle
matters
pertaining
to
a
lobster
rear

had been at anchor in the cove on pleted his brilliant regime as Presi
A reward of $25 will be given registrations and drivers’ licenses the were people of rugged individualism.
ing station. Commissioner Bell's the southwest side of the harbor lift dent when he visited Rockland. The warmer when Mrs Madeline Hopkins the facts, marvelled at meeting so
for the return of the musical in I first six months of this yea- were Out West everybody tried to be like
of Beech street. Rockport, while feed many officers during the day.
struments stoirn from a parked ! $258,579 over the total for the corres- everybody else. In Maine they arc visit will take place as the result of a ed anchor and sailed out of the har writer stood at his elbow when he
Zest was lent to the search not
unregimented. My father took away discussion of the Maine fisheries be bor. with one or two other boats. made his last public speech at Isles ing the stock, looked up to see a
automobile in Camden, Maine, on ! ponding period a year ago.
merely because of the desire to restranger
with
bushy
hair,
and
wear
tween
President
Roosevelt,
Gov.
the banking brush in March
Then making the turn the fleet save boro, and rode from the wharf with
the morning of July 1, 1936.
when he should have waited until Brann and Feyler Tuesday, it was the destroyer came back through the him to the Maine Central station, ing a blue shirt surveying her from turn an escaped convict to confineOPENING FRIDAY, JULY 17
Contact your local newspaper,
April. That showed the rugged char learned today. An effort is being deep narrow channel, to their various where he held an informal reception the nearby woods, into which he I ment, but because of the belief that
fled when he found that Mrs Hop- this man might have some knowledge
department LF.
THE COFFEE COTTAGE acter of the people. And Prof Snow made by the Maine officials to secure positions.
before the train pulled out.
kins had seen him.
1 of the cold blooded murder of Mrs.
Mrs.
Inez
C.
Bronkie,
Prop.
85-86
translated his thoughts into verse by Federal funds for the construction
“Before lunch and going aboard
William McKinley made campaign
On Route 17.
Tel. Rockland 813-2
Mrs.
Hopkins
was
somewhat
Ada Mills at Camden last Wednesthis
station
which
is
regarded
as
a
reciting a poem called: “Taking Away
the Sewanna the President received a speeches in Knox County before he
Rockville. Me.
alarmed. but for the moment did not j day. The whole community avidly
necessary step to save the lobster few friends and other individuals. became President.
the Banking."
Special Lunches, Sandwiches, Ice
attach special significance to the in- . desires the solution of that crime,
Cream, Cakes, Pies, Etc.
Then he read a poem called “The Industry.
Among these were Hon. and Mrs. A.
• • • •
cident. Later when she told a neighA patrol force surrounded Beech
.All Home Cooking
Commissioner Bell will be con J. Peters, young T. W. Lamont 3d,
Circus Ship" which recounted ln
The Associated Press correspond bor, Mrs. Fred Shibles what had hap- Hill all night and today the search
catchy rhyme the story of the “Royal ducted on a tour of the coast to and Herman Crockett, the last named
ent who reported President Roose pened, the belief grew upon them i will be continued with renewed vigor.
Tar" which burned oft Vinalhaven learn at first hand the serious situa- representing North Haven people.
velt
’s arrival here had this to say
in 1836 with a circus menagerie on tion confronting the fisheries. Logical Mr. Crockett reports the President
board. This story has several times sites for the erection of a rearing very much pleased with the reception about Rockland:
been retold In The Courier-Gazette plant, the advisability of such a pro- accorded him. He spoke twice of the
“Not since William Howard Taft
but the dates of its appearance ar? ject and the need of activity in the band and how well it played and how passed through this city has Rock
not at hand and any reader who has promotion of this great natural much he enjoyed it. The President's
Although it has now been in exist- The product is shipped to the State
land entertained a President. In
Shore Dinners, Lobsters, Steaks, Chicken, Sea Food
a preserved paper would do us. resource will be thoroughly discussed Secretary Mr. McIntyre sent word
ence about three years the WPA warehouse In Augusta, and later is
those
days,
the
shire
town
of
Knox
also Prof. Snow, a great favor by with the government official.
through Mr. Crockett that the PresiUnder the same management as Sim's Sandwich Shop
sewing room project is probably but, distributed among the needy,
mailing or phoning the date.
Commissioner Bell is expected dent would be pleased to receive the County was not far beyond its hey little known to the average reader, j Mrs. Bernice Wolcott, daughter of
Plenty of Parking Space
Opposte Gull Service Station
day
as
a
rip-roaring
seaport
filled
Prof. Snow and Miss Anna E within two weeks and Gov. Brann leader of the band. Floyd Duncan
72T-Th-tf
and it wlll probably surprise many ex-Mayor Charles M. Richardson^ is
Coughlin, who recently published a and Feyler are confident that some accompanied by Mr. Crockett had the with the ships and sailormen of the
persons to know that the last fort supervisor of this busy industry. Mrs.
volume of poems had a “shop talk' definite action can be taken to help thrill and honor of taking the Presi world.
Amy Williamson and Mrs. Nettie
nightly payroll amounted to $1545.
“
The
square-riggers
and
fore-andthe other day, and It left Prof. Snow our fisheries in the near future.
dent by the hand and receiving his
Berry
arc floor ladies.
William
Up
on
the
third
floor
of
the
Spear
more than ever convinced that Miss
personal word of appreciation. Con afters carried lime away from Rock
block, opposite the foot of Park Frye is machinist and Raymond S.
land's
huge
kilns
or
stopped
for
Coughlin has the greatest supply of
gratulations to the leader and band.
JOINTLY INSTALLED
street, there sounds the steady hum Jordan is shipping clerk. The em
legends and other materials for
It Is not every band that has the stores before sailing with lumber
of specially installed machinery, and ployes are confined solely to families
from
Bangor,
60
miles
up
the
Penob

poems of any person with whom he
opportunity to play before a Presi
New Officers Of Rockland dential party."
scot river. The port also was famed the busy fingers of 76 women, are on relief. At one time 90 hands were
ever conversed.
employed.
and Thomaston Auxili "Boarding the Sewanna at 2 oclock, for the staunch and speedy vessels turning out 1000 shirts a week. The The project expires in February,
Prof. Snow's next poem was “Cod
Federal government furnishes the
built
here.
Fishing"—here again a Maine coast
the President sailed out of the har
aries Take Their Chairs
“Today, Rockland has 9000 Inhabi material; local women do the work. 1937.
story told in a manner that would
bor for his pleasure cruise to Campo
tants,
a large fishing industry, is a
delight anybody read In saline at
At tlie American Legion hall, Mon bello.
center
for lobster shipments, and is Main street from Park to Tillson ave
PARKING PROBLEM
mosphere.
"The band and island people appre
day night the newly elected officers
becoming more and more the hub of nue, and on Tillson avenue were
I don't want to learn anything
ciate
the
privilege
granted
them
by
of William Brazier Auxiliary of
that takes me under cover," said
Mrs. Charles D. Norton of parking a summer sports and vacation land. those which bore American Legion The Chamber Of Commerce
"New naval craft often find shel stickers, conveying members of the
Prof. Snow, almost impatiently. “My Thomason and the Winslow-Hol cars upon her estate and viewing the
Points Out How Citizens
ter
within the harbor's mile-long Presidential party, members of the
brook
Auxiliary
of
Rockland
were
in

wife tries to teach me chess, but I
presidential pageant from such an
Can Help Solve It
breakwater during tests on the navy’s reception committee and other offi
want to be outdoor. When you are stalled by Mrs. Ella Hyland, past de advantageous position.”
official trial course, off this port."
cials.
• • • V
The city authorities have made
born on an island you never get over partment chaplain. It was rather an
• • • »
Following
the
Sewanna
on
Its
available a public parking space on
that desire.
unusual event as Mrs. Hyland in
The press men who are following
Many persons waited at Maine Tillson avenue. It is hoped that all
“Poetry," he added, “is the imagina stalled her daughter, president Adah cruise along the Maine coast are two
boats
which
had
been
chartered
by
the
Sewanna like seagulls follow a Central station for the arrival of the Rockland citizens will make use pf
tive reading of the Book of Human E. Roberts of the Rockland unit.
newspaper men—one carrying the scallop boat, were responsible yes President’s special, and there was a (his space insofar as possible, as well
Life.”
Other officers were:
Prof. Snow said he had been com
Senior vice president, Minnie Washington correspondents and the terday for a story to the effect that grand rush up the track when it as the various side streets, rather
manded by his five boys to write Smith; junior vice president, Ida V. other occupied by three reporters the Rockland power boat Edna L. was found that the party was dis- ! than parking their cars on our main
embarking at Broad street.
thoroughfare.
something they could understand, Huntley; chaplain, Estelle Jacobs; representing the Boston Globe, the
had rammed the Presidential craft.
It Is so much to the advantage of
and it might result some day in the secretary, Marjorie Jackson; his Boston Herald and the Boston Post.
Local interest attaches to the Bos The Edna L. is owned by Harold W
It was Fred C. Green of the Bos all to do this, so that our tourist and
PRINTED STATIONERY
publication of a child’s book of poems torian, Alice Walker; sergeant at
ton expedition for the reason that it Look, who was himself at the wheel. ton Transcript who asked the pull- outside trade may have a chance to
—“good as an old age pension.”
arms, Grace Kirk; past president,
SMART NEW LETTERING STYLES . .. NEW MONO
He recited “The Hungry Shark,” Bernice Jackson. Mrs. Jackson acted is being made in Lucien K. Green’s He informs The Courier-Gazette that man porter what the President ate park and do their shopping. This is
his audience joining in the accentu as installing officer for Mrs. Hyland : trim motor cruiser Medoma, a 42-foot there was absolutely no collision; that for breakfast, "I was too busy to our busy season and we certainly do
GRAM STYLES ... AND COLORS OF INK ... AND—
craft which had been specially dolled a sharp gust of wind had suddenly notice, sah," the porter replied.
not want to lose this outside trade by
ating lives.
who occupies the office of treasurer.
Flat Sheets 6',ixl0>4. Envelopes 4x644
up for the occasion. Capt. Harold J. swung the Sewanna around and that
making it difficult for people to find
• • • •
And in concision he gave a sea
Officers of the Thomaston unit
story which was the outgrowth of were: President, Shirley Williams; Philbrook, a skilled navigator, who the movie men ln their nearby craft
Oarlton Ripley, who conducts a a place on Main street to park for a
also combines with his maritime reached out and fended it away.
that great gale of Nov. 27, 1898.
barber shop ln North Haven was sur- few moments.
vice president, Lilia Williams; secre
The camera men had been given prised to have as a customer, James 1 If local car owners will co-operate
The Lions’ enjoyment of the poeti tary, Olive Fales; treasurer, Kathleen prowess an excellent knowledge of
cal readings and their very human Risteen; chaplain, Edna Smith; his how to provide appetizing food for the President's permission to make Roosevelt. Mr. Ripley Is wearing a - in this small matter, we can make
pictures at Rockland and Pulpit Har broad grin as a result.
our business district that much more
interpretation, was evinced by very torian, Edith Clark, sergeant at arms the Inner man. is ln command.
• • • •
bor.
attractive to our visitors.
frequent and very hearty applause. Emma Kallock.
• • • •
• • • *
All of the newspapers, including
100 SHEETS
Rockland Chamber of Commerce
Postage
A good sized delegation from the
The good natured Alderman from
Mrs. Hyland performed her duties this one, have stated that Franklin
Ttie Sewanna anchored at Seal
100 ENVELOPES
Camden-Rockport
Club
attended
the
Ward 3, Maurice F. Lovejoy, who had I
as installing officer with dignity
10c Extra
meeting. The other guests were and grace and received a gift from D, Roosevelt was the second Presi Harbor last night, leaving that port the rather thrilling experience of be YOUR FAVORITE POEM
dent
to
visit
Rockland
while
in
office.
on
its
eastward
journey
bright
and
Hugh Benner. Lawrence Wilson and the members of both Auxiliaries.
If I had my life to live again I would
Old-time residents know this to be early this morning. It was expected ing “frisked" by Secret Service men have
made a rule to read some poetry
Robert Gregory’.
Mrs. Jackson who has just com an error, as President Ulysses S. that Petit Manan would be reached when President Roosevelt was here, ' and
listen to some music at least once
Dana S. Newman and Blake B. pleted her second term as president,
a week. The loss of these tastes is a
Is
naturally
undergoing
a
great
deal
Name and Address on Flat Sheets and Envelopes . . .
Annis will attend the international also received a gift from members of Grant tarried here briefly when on by lunch time, and the yacht would of “kidding." After the manner of loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
the memorable trip which found him then put straight to sea, heading for
Monograms Rytex-Hylited on Folded Sheets (Enve
Lions convention In Providence next the Rockland Auxiliary.
restored
Buch stories this one was greatly
an over-night guest at North Haven. Cape St. Mary.
lopes plain).
week, returning Friday night. They
The fog went lagging out—so loath to
exaggerated.
The guests included Mrs. Edna Distinguished citizens, headed by
• • • •
go—
will be accompanied by their wives Young, vice president of the Third; United States Senator Nathan A.
“I was standing alongside of the And every
There were many compliments for
hidden ledge came blithely
Folded Sheets 4!4x7. Envelopes 34&x4!4
back:
. . „
..
President's
car
with
one
hand
in
my
District, 17 members of the Frank Farwell, called upon the President the excellent manner in which the
Orey tones were brushed from the warm
Orders Filled in about Ten Days
red rocks:
B. Hazeltine Post of Belfast and here and paid their respects. At streets were policed. City Marshal pocket,” says Alderman Lovejoy,
The umber fringe of the sea-weed
WANTED
many friends. At the close of the North Haven they still tell of the In Almon P. Richardson had charge of “when one of the Secret Service men Showed the pulse of the sea beating
EXPERIENCED WAITRESSES
meeting solos by Nathalie Edwards teresting stories with which the fa this important task, and valuable as touched my sleeve and asked what Aboveunder.
us the osprey, gentleman-fisher.
WANTED AT ONCE
and community singing were en mous General regaled his listeners sistance was lent by the State Police, I had in the pocket. Showed him Poised hlgH In search of his silver prey;
Apply at
And a fretful tug. towing a string of
joyed, refreshments being served that night at the Inn. and the page Coast Guard, American Legion, and there was nothing there but my hand,
blsck barges.
PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
the living horizon.
Main Street,
Rorkland, Me. under the direction of Mrs. Hyland from the hotel register bearing Presi others. The only cars which had ac- he thankecl me courteously, and Marked
—Anns B Coughlin ln ’ Shore Neigh
85-lt and Mrs. Jackson.
that's
nil
there
was
to
the
Incident.
bors"
dent Grant's signature, and those of' cess to Park street, below Broad,

$25 REWARD

:: SIM’S::
NEW LOBSTER GRILL

July Sale—A $2 Value for $1

WHITE DECKLE EDGE VELLUM

Double tUe usual quantity !
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Blessed be the Lord, that hath
given rest unto his people—IKings
8:56

For President

ALF M. LANDON
of Kansas

For Vice President

FRANK KNOX
of Illinois

AS TO FRIENDSHIP

Prof. Baker Discusses Some
Of the Phases Of Our
Present Day
Prof. Harry Torsey Balter, Associ
ate Professor of English in Goucher
College, who is malting the usual
summer visit at his Rockland home,
continues his searching analysis of
current events that take on Nation
wide significance. A recent article
of his that appeared in the Boston
Transcript under the cynical head
ing, ‘‘The Friend of the Poor,” we
are permitted to bring to the atten
tion of our readers, who will admire
the good sense of it in its application
to conditions with which the com
ing political campaign is to engage.

1 V • •

As an alleged friend of the poor,
writes Prof. Baker, Franklin D.
Roosevelt has a singularly unfortu
nate record. Instead of adopting
methods of reviving business, he has
wasted billions of dollars without
perceptibly decreasing unemploy
ment. He has created, among busi
ness men who might employ the
poor, distrust and fear and has
thereby prevented the release of
capital into profitable Channels. He
has put the Government into com
petition with private business and,
through his now defunct NRA, has
attempted to fetter and control all
business. The result is that the
poor man ic still poor and is sub
sisting on relief funds or going
through the motions of “made"
work in the discredited WPA.
Worse than that, he is being in
timidated into declaring himself for
the New Deal party and its corrupt
henchman in Washington and in
the various States.
• • • •

A reckless spender is no friend
of any class of the American people.
Calvin Coolidge was a real friend
of the poor because he had been a
poor man himself and had acquired
habits of prudence and economy
which he carried into national
finance. Lincoln was a friend of
the poor and the oppressed because
he too had known humble life and
its problems and did not allow high
office to corrupt his early traits.
He could not be flattered or cajoled
by fanatics and hare-brained theor
ists. Those who wish to judge
Franklin
Roosevelt
accurately
should study the careers of Lincoln
and Coolidge. And perhaps thc
career oi “the Kansas Coolidge,”
Governor Landon. They will find
in these three men no rhetoric or
sentimentality, but a capacity for
wise action. What we need at thc
present time is not a weather vane
but a statesman. What the poor
are getting at the present time is a
circus without bread—or at best the
half-loaf of the WPA. Compe
tence is the last word to apply to
the methods of Franklin Roosevelt
as judged by their results after
three years.

• • • »

Nor is a man a friend of the
poor if he makes promises which he
soon afterwards breaks without ex
cuse and without explanation. Mr.
Roosevelt’s campaign speeches were
filled with pious promises which he
cynically violated almost as soon as
he entered the Presidency. He was
for economy before March 4, 1933,
and for the methods of the Prodi
gal Son after that date. He was
against bureaucracy and centraliza
tion of power at Washington, but
he has immensely increased the tax
eating army of bureaucrats and has
reduced the percentage of men
under civil service from 81, where
it stood under Mr. Hoover, to 57.
And yet, according to himself and
his underlings, he is a great social
reformer! How should the voters
treat such a man?
Theodore
Roosevelt has supplied the answer:
“No man is worth his salt in pub
lic life who makes on thc stump a
pledge which he does not keep after
election, and if he makes such a
pledge and does not keep it, hunt
him out of public life.”
• • • •

Theodore Roosevelt was a friend
of the poor because he understood
the American vision and the way
toward its realization. He con
stantly warned us that only “real
izable ideals” are worth seeking.
He was, like all great statesmen,
a realist, not an idle dreamer.
Probably our greatest public figure
since Lincoln, he aroused enthusi
asm hv words and deeds which re
vitalized the nation and by leader

TWILIGHT LEAGUE
CLOTHINC
STORE

Wheelock of Eastport and
Comeau of Fort Williams.

NOT SATISFIED

Every-Other-Day
Kid
The

SEARSMONT

St George Gave Camden a So Popeye and Ponzi Are' 2™“* *"Ject “nt °ver 85 far as A son Who has been named Mur
dock Maurice, was born July 12 to Mr.
Very Bad Scare Last Night,
Going To Do It All Over Walter
Walter Reynolds.
Reynolds traveling the and Mrs. Ernest Ratten.
But Lost
I come-back route, meets John Dudley
Again
Mrs. May Brown is in Portland, her

festival last Thursday (night in the Thompson, where the aged couple
vestry, with a large attendance. One , had resided, leaves besides her hushundred supper tickets were sold. The ' band, four sons, Albert. Edward, Horvestry was prettily decorated with ace and Melvin; one daughter. Beulah
field daisies, ferns and roses. Friends I Leadbetter; and several grandchllfrom Camden, Belfast, Lincolnville dren. Mrs. Ripley was a devoted wife
and Rumford
Present besides ' and mother. Funeral services at
several from New York who are at which Rev. Gardner Mills officiated,
Lake Quantabacook.
were held at the Methodist Church
Emma, wife of William Ripley, who and interment Was in Oak Grove
died July 11 at the home of George cemetery.

in the prelim.
former home, for fa visit with relatives.!
Tonight—Thomaston at Rockland
When Popeye Manta and Ponzi
Oliver Hamlin, the third man in
Rev. and Mrs. Wills were hosts
Friday—Camden at Thomaston.
Cochran had their set-to at the Till the sheriff fight, will also be the Thursday and Friday to friends from
Saturday—Camden at St. George. son Avenue Stadium a week ago all third man in the ring.
Rumford.
Sunday—St. George at Thomaston. of the Cochran supporters thought
Hoop-la! ■
The Ladies' Aid held a strawberry I
• • • •
he won and all of the spinach man's
Rockland 8, St. George 3
followers thought he won. There
It was a nip and tuck battle at seemed to be only one way of settling
Community Park Tuesday night, the argument, and that was to match
these boys over again and that's pre
changed ail of a sudden when catcher
cisely what Matchmaker Hazen Spear
Mackie, with the bases filled made a has done And so the championship
wild throw of a ball cleverly bunted of Knox County will again be at stake
by Cal Smith. Pour runs resulted Friday night, and the fans will be
after this play, and St. George saw gripping the edge of the pine
its evening efforts go for naught.
benches, all popeyed.
Oney and Wiley took care of their
This time there are going to be two
Suppose it's a* dance at the club
MAIN STREET
. .. a picnic by a brook ... a full respective positions in fine style, main bouts the second bringing to
while I. Simmons was going some tall gether Georgie Minor of Gardiner
fledged dinner with sophistication
PARK STREET
for dessert ... a weekend with a cutting up in the port garden. Gatti and Georgie Bernard of Fort Wil
and Connon distinguished themselves liams. With Bernard" smarting from
host “nautically" or “niblically”
by batting out triples.
his last defeat, it is a case of seek
inclined . . .
The score:
ing satisfaction.
WHERE A SMALL PURSE
Suddenly you realize you need flan
Rockland
In the semi-final will be seen Roy
B
DOES A BIG JOB!
DELIVERIES
FREE
nels. shirts, underwear, hosiery and
ab r bh po a
Every dollar does a big Job at Perry’s in
PARKING
AT PARK ST.
City
and
Nearby
Towns
a sport jacket
I Gay. ss ................ 4 0 17 3
Camden Shells
buying tasty, appetizing food—of the quality
MARKET
j
Dimick.
If
..............
5
0
14
0
which
brings
health
to
you
and
yours.
Learn
ab r bh po a
Quickly you come to Gregory's and
why more and more women are turning to
MOTOR IN AND SAVE!
Oney, 2b ............... 4 0 14 3
Plaisted. 2b ......... 5 2 2 2 3
as quickly find them.
their nearest Perry’s Market for food economy
! Ellis, cf ................. 4 110 0
Dailey, cf ______
4*1 15 0
and
satisfaction.
Everything cool . . . new . . . cor ' Gray, cf ................. 0 0 0 0 0
Lord, 3b ................... 4 112 3
rect . .. and affordable.
i Lowell, rf ........... 4 2 2 1 0
Weed, c ................... 3 12 3 0
j Gatti. 3b ___ ___ 4 1112 1 Wadsworth, lb ...... 5 12 8 1
OFFER FOR LITTLE TOTS
Cotton Slacks
Connon. lb .......... 3 2 15 1 0 ' Wheeler, ss
......... 5 12 2 2
HORMELSPICEDHAM
The Latest in
, Smith, c ................. 4 2 2 5 1 0 ■ Leonard. If ...»...... 4 113 0
ECONOMICAL
AND
TASTY
America's moti popular
$1.50 to $7.00
Stimpson, p ......... 4 0 0 0 2 0 , Greenlaw, rf ......... 10 110
SUN SUITS
prepared meat oow io
12 oa. uas! Keep it handy
•Spofford................. 0 0 0 0 0 0 ; Hamalainen, p ..... 4 0 0 0 1
For only 15c and two box
Sport Shirts
in pantry for picnics,
- ' Thomas, rf ............ 2 1110
tops from any Kellogg
holiday*. Delicious for
CHOICE SPRING
LARGE
36 8 10 27 12
product. These suits are
cold meat plates or sand
$1.00 to $2.00
wicbes —and may be
made by the Pepperell Mills
Lamb Leg lb 30c. Lamb Fore lb 14c
St. George
37 9 13 26 10 2
grilled, fried or baked.
in Biddeford. Me. A reg
ab r bh po a
Camden Shells 1 0000800 x—9
Sport Jackets
Rib
Lamb
Chops,
;
lb
35c
ular 50c value!
TIN
Monaghan, cf........ 4 2 2 2 0
St George ........ 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 1—6
$8.50 to $12.50
NEWLY
CORNED
I. Simmons, If ..... 4
0' Two-base hits—Wheeler. Base on
pkgs Kellogg’s
34c
I Dowling. 2b .......... 3
Fancy Brisket or Thick Rib, Ib 20c
1 balls—off Pease 2, off Hamalainen 7
Wheat Biscuit,
White Shoes
i Baum, ib ............. 1
0 off Simmons 2. Hits—off Pease 9 in
BEEF—FRESH NATIVE
PIG’S
i M. Sim'ns, lb 2b
4
0:5 1-3 innings, off Simmons. 4. Struck
$5.00 to $7.50
[Auld. rf ................. 4
0' out—by Pease 1, by Hamalainen 3 by
Anderson. 3b ........ 4
1 Simmons. 2. Double plays—Smalley
Jantzen Swim Suits
| Wiley, ss ............... 4
0 ' to Wiley to M. Simmons; Wheeler to
Boneless Sirloin Steak,
lb 35c
DEL MONTE FANCY
PEACHES,
2 No. 2% cans 31c
$4.95 to $6.95
i Mackie, c ............. 4
2 Plaisted to Wadsworth. Hit by
PEAS,
2 cans 29c
Colbath, p ............ 4
0 pitcher — Hamalainen 1 Monaghan?
BONELESS POT
FRUIT SALAD, 2 med. cans 29c
GOOD CHUCK
DEL
MONTE
Jantzen Trunks
♦Lowell ................. 0
0 | Umpires—Fowler and Talbot.

Leaving at 5?
See Gregory’s
at 4.30.

PERRY’S

PHONE 1234

KELLOGG’S SPECIAL

QUALITY MEATS

Cubed Steak,

lb 25c

Ml

25c

Liver lb 20c Liver 2 lbs 25c

CANNED FRUITS

$2.95 to $3.95

36 3 9 24 11 4
• Ran for Ellis in 4th.
t Batted for Dowling in 8th.
Rockland ........ 01020014 x—8
1 St. George ..... 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0—3
. Two-base hit—Mackie. Three-base
! hit— Gatti, Connon. Double plays—
Oney to Gay to Connon. Base on
*16 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. balls—off Stimpson 2; off Colbath 1.
strike outs — by Stimpson five;
by Colbath 3. Umpires—Fowler and
Quinn Scorer, Marsh.
ship which was easily recognized as
such by the humblest laborer or by
Camden 9, St George 6
the lonely seeker of knowledge in
For six innings last night the
a university cloister. He was a
friend of all the people. Vigorous plucky St. George youngsters looked
in attack upon social evils, he nev like easy winners on the Camden dia
ertheless had no sympathy with at mond. The score was 5 to 1 in the
tempts to divide the people into visitors' favor
I and there did not seem
warring groups characterized by to be a cloud on the horizon, as
selfish and anti-social purposes. He viewed by the St. George team and
was no friend of raiders of the its supporters.
And then came the deluge—eight
Treasury. When great leadership
was required, he supplied it. He tallies in a row forcing from the box
understood the art of politics, as did young Pease who had been pitching
Lincoln, but he was great because gilt-edge ball. Maurice Simmons
he was primarily a statesman and who succeeded him fared little better
because his love of his country was for the moment, but finally stemmed
greater than his love of himself. the Camden barrage.
The game was marked by a number
Today the “heroic mood” is absent
in America because no such leader of snappy double plays. Loe Leonard
who is having his best season in years
has been given us.
• • • •
caught the home crowd’s fancy with
The man who can lead thc his work in the outfield and his time-1
American people to a wholesome ly hit.
Hamalainen pitched his first game
prosperity and a wholesome spiritu
al life must be a friend of the poor of the season, and was somewhat off
who can help the poor. The way balance at the start, but failed to'
to help them is to increase employ yield hits when hits would have
ment by encouraging business men meant scores.
Auld led the batting, with four1
instead of denouncing them. The
amusing thesis that the average hits to his credit.
businessman is dishonest, while the
The score:
average farmer and manual laborer
SL George
wears a halo, is a measure of Frank
ab r bh po a e |
lin Roosevelt’s mental processes.
Monaghan, cf ...... 3 0 1 0 0 0'
They are those of the professional
I. Simmons, If .... 3 0 1 1 0 0)
politician merely. We are entitled
Smalley, 2b ........... 4 1013
1
to have, in his stead, a President
M Simmons, lb, p 5 0 1 11 0 0
who is indifferent to his own politi
Auld, rf ................. 5 2 4 0 0 0
cal fortunes and who sincerely seeks
Anderson, 3b ........ 3 112 3 1
to serve the American people. We
Wiley, ss ...._.......... 5 1 0 2 8 1
are entitled to have a man who has Mackie, c ............... 5 1 1 3 1 0 j
better political associates than
Pease, p ................. 2 0 0 0 2 0
James A. Farley. As Theodore
Glover, lb ............. 2 0 0 4 0 1
Roosevelt said, “We are against all
tyranny, by the few or by the
37 6 9 24 17 4
many.” Leadership has no real re
lation to the black sheep of its fam
ily dictatorship. The American
way is not the way to centralized
power, with its impudent attacks
on the American system which,
under great leaders like Lincoln
and Theodore Roosevelt gave us
order and inspiration instead of
confusion and alarm. It is not the
way to the politician’s paradise,
with jobs for deserving Democrats
or deserving Republicans.
The
American way, which will be re-1
stored in spite of petty politicians,
is the way of opportunity for all,
under a leadership which looks be
fore and after and chooses, not al
ways the newest way, but thc best.

GOOD

ROAST
lb 15c

FRUIT COCKTAIL 2 tall cans 25c
PINEAPPLE JUICE 2 tall cans 25c
GRAPEFRUIT and ORANGE
JUICE,
2 cans 23c

GOOD—LEAN

A Grand Taste Thrill

Pork Roast lb 21c. Chickens lb 34c

BAKED BEANS,

Swans Down Cake Flour,

Dill Pickles,

GREGORY’S

Word was received here yesterday
of the death of William Hatch in
Medford Hillside, Mass., after a long
period of invalidism.
Committal
services will be held at Achorn ceme
tery Friday morning. The remains
will be accompanied to Rockland by
Mr. Hatch’s daughter and her hus
band, and by Miss Carrie A. Barn
ard, sister-in-law.

ROAST
20c lb

GROCERIES

ASPARAGUS,
can 23c
BROOKS CORN,
2 cans 19c
MIXED VEGETABLES 3 can 25c

NATIVE ROASTING

Jell Sert, assorted flavors 7 pkg 25c

CATSUP 2 bot 25c

Fruit Syrups, 5 flavors,

1935 Plymouth Sedan

SNIDER’S

Jar Rings,

1935 Ford Tudor

SOUPS, 4 cans 19c
PEANUT BUTTR
2 Ib jar 25c

1935 Dodge Sedan
1935 Chevrolet Coach

Grape Nut Flakes,

25c

No Charge For Bottles

BILLY BAXTER SODAS,

Cleans a million things.
Makes dishes and glass
ware sparkle. Wonder
ful for all house clean •
ing tasks.

Chicken a la King, can 31c College Inn w-ith Meat and Sauce
Makes six servings
Spaghetti,
can 10c
Pickled

Terms

Trade

Chicken Shortcake can 57c

E
RANKIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

SUMMER SHIRTS .................................................................... 50c, 79c
COTTON PANTS (SLACKS) ............................................. $1.00, $1.25
OVERALLS . ...............................................
79c, $1.00
SWEATERS ........................................................................... $1.00, $1.98
BATHING TRUNKS ............................................................... 79c, $1 00
We have marked down our Children’s Wash Suits. There are
some wonderful bargains at 59c, 79c and $1.00. All goods may be
returned for cash.

WILLIS AYER

can 09c

ASSORTED
FLAVORS

FILL
QUART

10c

2 bottles 29c

INEXPENSIVE NEEDS
Paper Plates, 2 pkgs 09c Matches,
Dixie Cups,

Vegt. Chop Suey, can 23c Whole Lunch
Can Noodles Free
Tongue,

6 oz can 19c

Instant Postum,
A-l Sauce,

5% oz jar 45c

Swift’s Corned

Beef Hash,

2 cans 25c
bot 9c Rath’s Cooked
Pork Sausage, 2 cans 45c
Stuffed Olives, 2 hots 19c Grapefruit

Prune Juice,

can 23c Juice,

NORMAN R

2 cans 15c

BULK

bag 87c

Sugar,

Raisins,
2 pkgs
39c
Prunes,
2 lb pkg
29c Rockwood's
Snider’s
Cocoa,
lb
Chili Sauce,
23c Hershey's Cooking
Fried
Chocolate 2 % lb pkgs
Liver and Onions 3 can 19c Foss—Mellowed
Corned Beef, 2 cans 33c Vanilla,
bot

Butter,

lb 38c

FOLKS! Plenty Hot Supreme

Special arrangements
have been made so that
everyone will be supplied
with
these
delicious
doughnuts. We are sorry
that the many thousands
. J supplied last Saturday
failed to meet the ever in
creasing demand of satis
© SUGAR
fied customers.
o PLAIN
• CINNAMON
One taste tells the story.

13c
13c

10c
15c

23c

Lard,

2 lbs 25c

........... gallon 63c
SPECIAL DEMONSTRATION OF

SEA FOODS

WELCH’S

j

2 dozen, only 29c

39c

SWIFT’S SILVER LEAF

PURE BARBADOS MOLASSES......................................

DOUGHNUTS

Choc. Malted Milk,

15 for 10c

SWIFT’S BROOKFIELD

10 lbs 51c

6 pkgs 25c

pkg 09c Thompson's

Paper Napkins,

14 oz jar 19c

Flour,

Vienna Sausage,

SPARKLING BEVERAGES,

Pig’s Feet,

Ripe Olives,

can 5c, 10c

MAY WE SUGGEST
Fancy Fresh Crisp Cucumbers
Sunkist Oranges
Luscious Red Ripe Tomatoes
Firm Ripe Pineapple
Firm Iceberg Lettuce
Pears
Peaches
Melons
Selected Celery
Mel-o-Ripe Bananas

WARM WEATHER SUGGESTIONS

WE BUY USED CARS

2 pkgs 19c

ONLY FANCY LINE OF CARBONATED DRINKS
ON THE AMERICAN MARKET

1930 Willys Coach
1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
1929 Chevrolet Coupe
1929 Whippet Sedan
1928 Pontiac Coach
1928 Chevrolet Coupe

Cash

Deviled Meats,

Contents

BARGAIN BOX

Chicken,

09c

“Doctors say we should eat more fresh fruits and vegetables. At least two salads a day in
addition to other ways of serving them. Try Fruit Salad tonight. Marvelous for you—and so
refreshing!”

2 pkgs 19c

1930 Chevrolet Coach
1934 Plymouth Coupe

Sandwich Spread,

doz 69c
doz 79c

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

OAKITE

TRUCKS
1933 Chevrolet Panel
1930 Dodge Panel
1928 Dodge Panel

2 cans 29c

COLLEGE INN

ALL POPULAR FLAVORS
12 OZ.
BOTTLES

4

GINGERALE,

2 qt jars 31c

Veal Loal

5 pkgs 25c

MANHATTAN PALE DRY OR GOLDEN

Plymouth Sedan
Chevrolet Sedan
Chevrolet Coach
Plymouth Sedan
Ford Coupe
Ford Sedan

pint 19c

Jars for Canning, pts
Quarts,

3 cans 25c

Stickney & Poor Mustard, jar 09c

Good Housekeeping

Tomato and Vegetable

1935 Chevrblet Coupe

HEINZ OVEN

25c

WELLER’S

1934
1933
1933
1932
1931
1931

CANNED VEGETABLES

SPECIAL DEMONSTRATION OF

| At our Main Street Market by Mrs. Sarah
Hatch. Come in and get acquainted.

FRESH CRAB MEAT
AT PARK STREET MARKET
FANCY FRESH

Fish Sticks, 2 lbs 23c
CROSS PACK

SARDINES,

KIPPERED SNACKS,
PINK SALMON,

2 cans 15c
2 cans 9c

FAMOUS
PRODUCTS

-1

IIm I

WELCH’S GRAPE JUICE,
Pint .... 19c; 2 Pints .... 37c
WELCH'S TOMATO JUICE.
Pint .... 15c; 2 pints .... 25c
WELCH’S TOMATO JUICE,
Large can 27c; 2 cans 49c
WELCH’S GRAPE PRE' SERVES, pound jar .... 19c
EJ WELCH'S" JELLIES, assort
ed : 2 jars........................25c

can 10c

Radio Institute Specials
Cain’s Mayonnaise, pt 29c
Junket Desserts, 2 pkgs 23c

Camay Soap,

3 for 14c

Fels Naptha,

4 for 27c

Ocean Spray

Cranberry Sauce,
17c
Tune in Tues. Thurs, 2 p.m.

EVERYTHING TO EAT

Ha

Scots

Toilet Tissue,

3 rolls 23c

Evtry-OtKer-Bay

TALK OF THE TOWN

AT FORT WILLIAMS

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July 18—Camden—Kay Bros. Circus at
Trotting Park
July 22—Annual meeting of Knox
County Association for Rural Religious
Education.
July 22 — Thomaston. — Concert In
Baptist auditorium.
July 25—Union—Concert at Town hall.
July 27—Thomaston—Play, "Broken
Dishes,' at Watts hall, benefit Public
Library.
July 28—Camden—Carden Club Flower
Show at Opera House.
July 28—Rockport—Baptist
Ladles
Clrcie midsummer fair.
July 29—Waldoboro—Woman's Club
lawn party at Gay premises. Main SL
July 30-31 — Warren's bl-centennlal
celebration.
Aug. 3—Order of Eastern Star Field!
Day at Qlen Cove Grange hall.
Aug 4—Reunion Class 1911, R. H. 8.
at Crescent Beach.
Aug 4—St. Bernard's Parish Lawn
Party—afternoon and evening.
Aug. 4—Rockport—Concert by Curtis
Institute artists.
benefit Methodist
Church, at Capt Ells boat barn.
Aug. 5—Camden—Annual bazaar of St.
Thomas parish
Aug 5—Republican whirlwind tour
Knox County.
Aug. 6-8—Rockport—Carnival-Regatta.
Aug. 12—Owls Head—Church fair.
Aug. 12-13 — Thomaston — American
Legion fair
Aug. 20—Warren—State field meeting
of the Knox Academy of Arts and
Sciences.
Aug 21—Warren—Dedication of tt»
Knox (State! Museum.
Aug 24—Summer visitors' day at Old
Orchard Beach.
Aug 24-29—Bangor Fair.
Aug. 26—Martinsville—Ladles’ Circle
fair at Orange hall.
Aug 25-27—Lincoln County Fair at
Damarls-una
Sept
1-4- Central Maine Fair at
Waterville
Sept 7-9—Bluehill Fair.
Sept 7-12—State Fair at Lewiston.
Sept 11-12—Monroe Fair.
Sept 15-16—Unity Fair.
Sept 29-Oct 1—North Knox Fair at
Onion.
Oct 13-15—Topsham Fair.

An Alabama car joined Rockland's
motor colony Tuesday.

405 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Mid-Summer Leaders in Summer
Merchandise For The Week-End
FULL FASHIONED HOSE
(Guaranteed Perfect)

59c pair

CHILDREN’S PLAYSUITS
in sizes 4 to 14
59c
Another Lot of

Another Lot of

BOX WEAVE RUGS
in 24x48 size
In Red, Green, Blue, Orrhid

79c
Children's and Ladies'

SLACKS
In heavy twill numbers; regular $1.25 value

$1.00
BEACH HATS

DRESSES
at $1.00
In Sheers and Seersuckers

SHEER VOILE DRESSES
Regular $2.98 values
$2.49
BATHING SUITS
In All Colors and Sizes
$1.50, $1.98, $2.98, $3.98
LADIES’llAND BAGS"

A regular 79c value. To close—

In White and Pastel Colors. To Close Out—

39c

79c

"Peyry’s Marketeers” are in train- [
Mrs. Bernice Freeman is having a ing for their annual summer outing,
week's vacation from the Perry cowl which will be held at Swan's Island
Sunday
office.

Mrs. Ray Eaton» Mrs. Austin j
Mrs. Hattie Tillson is having *
Moody and Mrs. Walter Ladd will 1
week's vacation from the E. B Crock
have a club picnic at the Moody
ett store.
camp in Warren Friday.
_____
'
The National Union for Social
Fred Snowman of Crescent street
Justice will hold its regular meeting
Thursday at 7 30 p. m. in the K. of believes that the color scheme on his
newly painted residence is one of
C. hall.
the prettiest in town. His brother-1
-------Miss Susie Sleeper who is attend in-law. Myron E. Young and Bill
ing Gorham Summer Schooi spent Simmons were the decorators.

the weekend at her home in South
Thomaston.
Donald, Lester and Malcolm Lestet
of Portland are guests of their sister
Mrs James Mitchell of South Thom
aston for a week.

z

Local music lovers will be Inter
ested to learn that a group of young
er artists of the Curtis Institute of
Music are to be heard In concert at
Rockport Town Hall Aug. 4 under the
auspices of the Methodist Church of
that town. Full details will appear.

Miss Annette Segal, who is em
Gieorge Wardwell of East Wey
ployed by Veterans' Administration
in Washington. D. C., arrives tomor mouth, Mass., who is visiting his
row for a month's vacation from her brother, John J. Wardwell, at the
Southend, is hobnobbing this week
duties.
j’ 'with an old pal he had not seen in
About 50 members and friends of many years, Harry Marden of St.
Forget-Me-Not Chapter O.ES. of | Petersburg. Fla. Both were formerly
South Thomaston had supper at Cres located at the Baker's Yacht Basin.
cent Beach Inn, Tuesday, followed Quincy Point, Mass.
by an evening card party.
[Frank H Whitney of Fruitland
Rehearsals have begun for a new Park. Fla., is spending a week in this
play “Broken Dishes" which is to be city before going West to spend the
given for the benefit of the Thom balance of the summer. One portion
aston Public Library. Coached by of Main street does not look at all
Mr. Brunnetto the cast includes sev natural to him. that being the Elm
eral persons well known in theatrical street corner where he was ill busi
circles, from Thomaston, Rockland ness for many years, and on which
and Warren.
the Farnsworth building was recent
ly demolished.
Mrs. Grace Rollins was hostess to
Hatetoquitit Club Monday afternoon
The destroyer Mahan has complet
and evening for picnic supper and
ed her builders' acceptance tests and
bridge at her Holiday Beach cottage.
returned to New York. She based at
Honors at cards went to Mrs. Orrin
this port meantime, and members of
Smith and Mrs. Edward Dow. with
the Trial Board “put up” at The
guest prizes for Mrs. Fred Collamore
Thorndike which has become a sec
and Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook.
ond home to older members. The de
There was a well attended meeting stroyer Moffatt is due here next
of the Arts and Crafts Society, held week; in fact there will be some
at the What-Not shop Monday eve thing doing on this course about all
ning. The exhibit included hand summer.

painted lamp shades, the work of
Mrs. Carlson. At next week's meet
ing the project will be the new darnfilet and net, with help on any unfin
ished article.

The New York Life Insurance cS;
T. R. McPhail, special agent, Thomt
aston, telephone 11-13—adv. 84*89
The many long-time devotees of
Fuller-Cobb-Davis candy department
will be Interested to know that these
famous candies may be obtained at
Carini’s. Mail orders filled, —adv.
85-lt

Fort Williams, July 14
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
Visitors' Sunday saw the Second
Battalion feed 315 persons. The
day was cool with a light touch of
fog.
Batteries G. and A. played five
Innings to a 1 to 1 tie, the game being
called to allow the players to go on!
the regimental parade. Monday was
the day Battery F. fired its shots. We :
were pleased to see Capt. S. E.
Willard, formerly our Instructor, and
a great favorite with the 240th,
Cards have been received from ExSerg. Charles Perry and Serg. Major
Doughty, both expressing the desire
SI to be with us. Serg. Sylvester Mc
Intosh has been appointed mess ser
geant and actually works. Staff
Sergeant Ted Libby even broke over
and did K. P. duty.
Baseball has been forgotten, as we
have held the boys at the guns in
hope of firing. Batteries E. and B.
completed their firing Tuesday after
noon, E. and F. firing as battalion,
using both crews on the guns. Some
fine shooting was done by both, also
by Battery B. of Sanford.
Results show that the Artillery is
still there and the 240th is in the
running with the best of them.
It has been very hot in camp this
week.
Charles M. Lawry

Furs — Cloth Coats
Now Showing a New Collection

As we go Into Battle.
Everything will be all right;
We'll follow our Battery commander.
And try with all our might.

LUCIEN K. GREEN

When we emerge from this maneuver.
Everyone will look our way:
For with our Oulde-on-bearer.
We'U come back from vlc-to-ray.

And when the last gun Is fired.
And the Battery starts for home;
We ll have made such a record,
That we'll never more shall roam.

White Elk or Nubuck
Low or Spike Heels

$1.98, $2.98
Others at 75c

White Sport Ox. 1.98
SNEAKERS
For Men, Women and Children

59c and 69c
RALPH E. NUTT
SHOE STORE
436 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

VOILES - SWISSES - CORDS, etc.
Received this week from New York
Sold early at 39c and over

19c
KNEE-HI STOCKINGS
Ci Full Fashion
tt Pure Silk
tt Elastic Band Tops

59c

8STu&3-tf

I By Pvt. Chet Littlefield formerly
of K. Co. 103d Inf. Now with Battery
John Harbison of Hartford, district i The Northend Shoe Shop has been F. 240th Coast Artillery at their an
nual encampment, Fort Williams,
governor of Kiwanis, was guest opened by Bert Brown at 574 Main
Portland.]
street
speaker at Monday night's meeting
of the local club, and from him the
FROM A BUSHEL OF CORN
"Coffee Cottage" is the intriguing
members learned something about name selected by Mrs. Inez C
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
the meeting of the New England clubs Bronkle for her tea room in Rockville
In the old (Pre-Prohibition) saloon
which is to be held in Dixville Notch, on Route 17.
days from a bushel of corn the distill
in the White Mountains in Septem
er got four gallons of whiskey, which
ber. Club work was discussed by all j Ths members of W.I.N. Club dined
retailed at $16.80. The others in
of the members and it was decided at Beach Inn, Lincolnville Monday,
volved in the manufacture and con
to send a bold challenge to the Au- i later going to the home of Mrs. Call
sumption of the whiskey reaped the
gusta Club for an attendance con Freeman for cards. Mrs Wilbur
following
harvest:
I Murray of Miami. Fla., and Miss
test next month.
The Farmer got _________ ...... $0.25
Elizabeth Beggs of Atlanta, Ga., were
The U. S' Government got........ 4 40
The Haverhill Gazette of recent special guests.
The Railroad got ........................ 1.00
date published this item of local In
The annual meeting of the Knox The Manufacturer got .............. 4.00
terest: "Fiske Rishworth Gove, son
County
Association for Religious The Drayman got............................. 15
of Mr. and Mrs. George R. Gove, of
The Retailer got.......................... 7 00
39 Groveland street, will appear in Education, will be held in the Con Thes Consumer got................... Drunk
‘Saturday's Children' at the Ogun- gregational vestry, Rockland, July The Wife got ........................ Hunger
quit Playhouse in Ogunquit with pro 22, at 7:30. Those interested in the The Children got.......................... Rags
fessional Broadway players includ work, of which Miss Margaret McNowadays the consumer gets drunk
ing Ruth Gordon, star of the original Knight is the religious director, and frequently kills someone or maims
production, and of many other New should not only plan to be present, or kills himself through tipsy driving.
York successes, Ruth Hammond, but Invite others who should be
His wife and family as well as him
Thomas W. Ross and John Griggs. Interested.
self (if he doesn't get a jail or prison
Gove is spending the summer as a
White Sharkskin and Congo cloth, sentence) are on the Federal Relief
member of the Manhattan Theatre
roll—fed and clothed by Uncle Sam—
Colony at Ogunquit.' Mr. Gove is suits at reduced prices. Alfreda
Government Paupers. The sober
Perry,
7
Limerock
street.
—
adv.
a nephew of Miss Louise G. Fiske,
hard working citizens must slave and
851t
who formerly resided on Summer
deny themselves to pay the ever in
street in this city. He is taking the
creasing taxes in order to raise the
PUBLIC NOTICE
two months’ course with the Man
money for (Uncle Sam to use in car
hattan Theatre Colony School. One
"The Rockport Carntval-Regktta ing for the drinkers and their fami
who recently saw “Saturday's Chil
lies, and to swell the bank account ot
dren" at Ogunquit pronounced it Association will pay no bills for which
the Brewers and Distillers.
a
written
order
from
the
Purchasing
"splendid.”
As we see it, it's "Repeal and Re
Agent is not given."
pent" all along the line.
Signed, E. Stewart Orbeton,
We are indebted to a local corre
E. M. Studley.
Purchasing Agent.
spondent for some interesting facts
Medomak. July 14.
81-86
concerning old-time occupants of the
buildings at the corner of Main and
BORN
Elm streets. The building alongside
CHAPLB3—At Knox Hospital. July 13.
of Elm street was once occupied by
to Mr. and Mrs Wendell Chaples. a
son. Charles Gregory.
the late C. G. Moffitt as a tailor Jiop.
KEIZER—At Thomaston. July 11, to Mr.
and at another time by C. W. Smal-1
and Mrs Horace A. Keizer. (Tna
Coates), a daughter. Kay Katherine.
ley, who was in the same business
AREY
—At Vinalhaven, July 13. to Mr.
Mr. Smalley moved to Orff's Corner.; 574 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
and Mis. Leon Arey. a son.
3TAHL—At Medomak. July 7. to Mr and
Mrs. Sarah J. Rich and her daugh- j
Mrs. Arthur Stahl, a son. Philip
ter Jennie had a dressmaking shop
Arthur.
RATTEN
—At Searsmont, July 12, to Mr.
Bert
Brown,
Prop,
and novelty store, and Harvey S. I
and Mrs. Ernest Ratten,
Moor had a jewelry store there. Thc j
Murdock Maurice.
Expert Work
middle store was occupied by A. I.
Prices
Reasonable
MARRIED
Mather as a fruit and confectionery,
85»lt FEYLER-WILEY-At Waldoboro, July 1.
and he sold to his son-in-law, Jacob
by Rev Horace Taylor, Walter Feyler
of Union and Mlsa Florence Wiley of
R. Stewart. The next store was oc
Warren.
cupied by Mrs. Sanborn's nephew, R.
GIUToereE-FEIfr—At Thomaston. July
14. by Rev Fr. J. A. Flynn. Theodore
M. Pillsbury, as a grocery store. In
J Gutoske of Jersey City. N. J., and
1871 Mr. Pillsbury sold out to Nathan
Miss Margaret E. Felt, formerly of
Thomaston.
A. Packard. Mr. Packard was Mrs.
CUSHMAN-TAY1LOR—At Tenants Har
C. F. Simmons' father and Mr. Pills
bor, July 11. by Rev Mildred McLain.
Linwood Cushman of Port Clyde and
bury was Mrs. Howard B. Waltz
Miss Virginia Taylor Of Olenmere.
father.
DIED

North End Shoe Shop

SANDALS

All goods first quality—cut from full pieces

As we march down through old Portland,
You can hear the girl's all aay;
Oh! Oloryhal-la-lu ya.
This outfit Is F. Bat-ter-ray.

For Fall and Winter

ODD FELLOWS BLOCK
16 SCHOOL STREET
TELEPHONE 541
SECOND FLOOR
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Sale of Wash Goods

AN ODE FOR BATTERY F.
From the shores of the St. Oeorges
River,
To the camp that's on the Cape;
We bring a mighty army.
For the silver cups to take.

SHOE
REPAIRING

A number of local politicians visit
ed Augusta and Bangor Tuesday for
the purpose of meeting the new Na
tional Chairman John D. M. Hamil
ton, the man who managed Gov. Alf
Landon's campaign for the Presiden
tial nomination. The meeting in Ban
gor was attended by 4000 persons, and*
left small doubt as to how Maine
will go in September.

Nye Bemis, soft of Mr. and Mrs.
J. Richard Bemis, held his first birth
day party Tuesday afternoon. A
decorated cake bearing one lighted
candle, told the age of the young
host, who seemed delighted with the
presents given him. The guests were
Mrs. Homer Harding and children
Sally Ann and Dicky of Somerville,
Mass, and Tenant’s Harbor, Mrs.
William Law and children Sybil and
Grace of Shreveport, La., and Cam
den, Mrs. J. Russell Davis and son
Robert James and Gay Margaret
Stetson of TTiomaston. Miss Jean
nette Henry and Miss Lillian Thur:
ton of Thomaston assisted Mri
Bemis in serving.

Our Correspondent Tells
What Knox Countv Roys
Are Doing There

Made To Order
Shades and Lino
leum Work Our
Specialty

Layer For Your
Linoleum Floors

The regular Masonic Assembly will
be held at East Union tonight.

____
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The Dan Munro house at 55 Grace
street has been shingled and painted
inside and out and will be open for 1
inspection, Monday and Tuesday p.'
m., from 2 to 4. This line piece of j
property will be sold at a bargain. — I
Adv.
85-lt1

A Code Of Ethics

Professional men must serve hu
manity unselfishly, placing such
service before personal gain. Thc
traditions of the funeral directing
profession are rooted in this prin
ciple; our strict code of ethics
For a limited time McLoon Sales defines in complete detail thc du
& Service Authorized Frigidaire! ties of the funeral director to his
clients and to the community We
dealer, is giving Free to adults an
serve everyone, regardless of so
accurate, valuable Cold-Gauge. Use' cial position or financial capacity,
this Cold-Gauge to test your refrig- ( to the best of our ability.
erator. Find out definitely whether
your refrigerator is cold enough to
safely protect your food. Come in
TEL 662
and get your free Cold-Gauge now | « CLAREMONT ST.. ROCKLAND
85-lt
at 21 Limerock street.

Russell Funeral Home

MATHEWS—At Swans Island. July 12.
Edith, wife of George Mathews, aged
24 years.
Interment ln Rose Hill
cemetery, Atlantic.
COTTON—At Camden, July 15, William
H. Cotton, aged 85 years.
HOWE—At Lincolnville. July 14, Miss
Mary A. Howe, aged 81 years, 5
months, 5 days. Funeral from the
residence Thursday at 2 o’clock.
WILEY—At Lincolnville Center, July 15.
Belle C„ widow of Joseph Wiley, aged
86 years.
Funeral Saturday at 2
o'clock daylight at church ln Hope
Corner.
BRACKETT—At Rockland. July 14. Eva
H . wife of Albert H Brackett, aged
70 years. 5 days. Funeral Friday at
2 o'clock from St. Peter's Episcopal
Church.
GOULDING—At Rockland. July 15.
Mary Emma, wife of Clarence E.
Oouldlng. aged 82 years, 8 months, 17
days. Funeral Saturday at 2 o’clock
from residence, 54 Pacific street.
HATCH—At Medford Hillside, July 9.
William B. Hatch, formerly of Rock
land. Committal aervlee at Achorn
cemetery Friday at 10 o'clock.

TURKISH TOWELS
for summer needs
<
Large Beach Towels,
98c
The large coverall towel (size 36x72) in
fancy stripes.
Other Towels for Summer

25c

35c Cannon Towels,
Large 20x40 double thread ... fancy bor
ders and checks.

SOLID COLOR TOWELS
Jacquard design.
Peach, Blue, Green, Gold, Orchid
Guest size 16x28—

25c
Large size 22x44—

50c
For Tennis, Hiking and AII Outdoors

All Summer Colors

A SPECIAL PURCHASE

Heavy Turkish Towels,

17c

Regular 25c; size 24x44 . . . green only

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Elizabeth, Joan Barbara and Mary and a sister, Mrs. Lettie Gladlng of
Goulding Howe of Concord, N. H„ Lorain, Ohio.
Mary E, wife of Clarence E. Gould- and a niece. Mrs. Charles Murray of
Funeral services will be held from
ing died at her home on Pacific Bangor of whom she was very fond; her late home, 54 Pacific street Sat
street Wednesday. She was born in a brother. Hiram L. Gove of Perry; urday at 2 p. m.
Perry, Me., Oct. -28, 1853, daughter
of Joshua and Charlotte (Leighton)
Gove, being the oldest of seven chil
dren.
She was married to Mr. Goulding,
also of Perry, March 12, 1875, and
came directly to Rockland, where she
had since resided. She became a
member of the First Church of Christ
Scientist 34 years agw and had been
a valued member of that denomina
tion over this term of years serving
as second reader three years.
Our Drugs, Supplies, Toiletries, Candies and Ices
Mrs. Goulding is survived by her
husband, a son, Cllftord E. Gould
are sold on the basis of Quality
ing of Owl's Head, and a, daughter, :
50c DEBUTANTE SUN HAT .39
FULL LINE OF
Mrs. Alfred E. Keyes of Rocklar.d. j
75c RUBBER BATHING
WHITMAN'S
Two children, a son and daughter
SHOES .............. -....................89
PAGE A SHAW
died ln Infancy. She is also sur
AND PERSONAL SEAL
vived by a grandda’igh'er. Mrs. Har
1.09 BEACH BAGS ................. 89
CHOCOLATES
old W. Howe of Concord, N. H.; and
65c BEACII BAGS ................... 59
three grandsons Richard, Clarence
SCHRAETTS
AND WHIT
BATHING CAPS
..... 10 to 59
MAN'S ILARD MIXED CAN
and Edwin Goulding of Owl's Head;
ALL WHITE SHOE
DIES ......................................... 35
three great grandchildren, Helen
CLEANERS .............................22 TWO HALE' POUND BARS
NESTLE'S CHOCOLATE
.25
SUN GLASSES .....................
.................. 45, .39, .49, .75, .98 WHITMAN'S WHITE CAP
MINTS ................................... 24
50c NORWICH SUN TAN
COLE'S LET'S BE CHUMMY
CHOCOLATES ................... 611
OIL ......................................... 39
LOUIS SHERRY CHOCOLATES
35c NORWICH SUN TAN
1.00
.29 One Pound Assorted
OIL .......
One Pound Selected
1.50
AND
.89 One Pound Assorted Special 2.00
73c BOTTLE TAN
MRS. CLARENCE GOULDING

IMoreS

Than
“PRICE”
To Make a
Bargain

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE

FUNERAL PARLORS
Established 1840
Licensed Embalmers and
Attendants
John O. Stevens
Alden Ulmer
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews

Day or Night Telephone
450
Representatives in all large cities
in the United States and Canada

AMBULANCE
Service is instantly available.
Experienced attendants on duty.

Day or Night Telephone
450
Ml MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.

20-tf
Wlx

Cool Off at
Our Fountain

SPECIAL Frost
Michigan
10c

PEPSODENT ANTISEPTIC
................................ 45, .39, .79
1.00 S. T. 37 SOLUTION ......... 79
50c S. T. 37 SOLUTION ...... 49
50c NEPTO nAND LOTION. .39
35c BREWER'S CASCARA
TABS ...... ............................. 44
75c KRF.ML HAIR TONIC
.69

35c ABBOTT’S CASCARA
COMP. TABS......................
1.00 FITCH'S HAIR TONIC
50c FITCH'S HAIR TONIC
50c LACO CASTLE SHAM
POO ......
1.00 PROKER HAIR MILK
50c CONTI sn.AMPOO

HORNER

44
.79
.39
39
.79
.39

DRUG STORE
PKftdllPTlOH

mueHITS

PHONE 178
ROCKLAMD

Every-Other-Dav
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DUTCH NECK

ROCKPORT

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT THE PARK

Hector Creamer and family ol
Mrs. Ralph Hilton and daughter,
Gardiner have been lecent visitors
Mrs. Harry Jeffry of Malden, Mass.,
at the home of his mother Mrs. Alice
have been guests of Mrs. Mabel
Creamer.
Withee for a few days.
Mrs. Pearl Winchenbaug'n of Back
Rev. A. A. Callaghan, district
Cove spent a dav recently with her
superintendent will preach at Spruce I
sister Mrs. Therese Shuman.
Head next Sunday at 2 p. m„ and at |
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Robie and
South Thomaston at 3:30 p. m. These I
The Perfect Tea for
friends of Wollaston, Mass. have
churches come under the pastorate
been recent guests of Mrs. Celesta
of Rev. Z. Andrews of the Rockport
Winchenbaugh.
Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Howell and
The Nitsumsosum Club and hus
son of Noblebory called Sunday on
bands met Monday night with Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Winchenbach.
and Mrs. A. V. McIntyre at Warren.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Brainerd Winchen
High honors in bridge were won by j
bach of South Waldjboto aie spendMrs. Clarence Munsey and Douglass
WARREN
CUSHING
ing a week with A. E. Winchenbach.
Bisbee and consolations by Mrs.
Mrs. Caroline Thomas of Boston,
Rev. H. 1. Holt will speak on, Walter Carroll and Clyde Spear.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Seiders of
daughter, Mrs. Walter Wall, with her 'Idaho's River of No Return" SunDamariscotta were callers Sundav on
Leon Zawiza, violinist who was
Mrs. Seider’s uncle, George Wake
son John 'and daughter Betty, ot day morning at the Congregational
the Curtis
‘
•'T
’
Vizv
Dora.
8
Roosevelt, N. Y„ are at the Frye cot Church. Music includes, "The Para
field.
Institute of Music, is at the home of
tage for three weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Fairbrother
dise of God” (Wooler) sung by Mrs. i Mr. and Mrs. Hans Heistad for the,
and family of Edgecomb spent the
Mrs. Katheryn Maloney entertained Sidney Wyllie; and a duet, “Shall summer.
holiday with Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
the Helpful Club Friday night. Mrs We Meet" (Rice) sung by Mrs Wyllie , Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Wolfe of !
Winchenbach.
G. tA. Robbins will be hostess to and Miss Evelyn Berry.
Warrenton are spending a few days
Rev. Howard A. Welch will have j at the Blaine cottage at Bar Harbor. J
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Gross and
morrow night.
daughter Elizabeth of Auburn were
George Cooley, accompanied by I. for his sermon topic Sunday morning j Mrs. Herbert Ingraham
and,
at the Baptist Church, "Saving and I
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
A. Fales and family, while motoring
children of Skowhegan and Mrs.!
ward Gross.
Sunday night, met two large moose Losing"; Church School will be at Louis Cash of Rockland spent Tues
Mrs. Hattie Merrill, Mrs. Edgar
noon,
and
Christian
Endeavor
at
6
in the middle of the road at Sherman
day as guests of Mrs. Charles Ik i
Wallace, Miss Blanche Whitman and
woods. The moose careened around The 7 o'clock worship will open with Veazie.
.
I
Larry Crabbe saves Raymond Hatton from a hanging posse and takes up Mrs. Merton Benner passed Sunday
for a few minutes, then made their a song service, followed by the ser
Miss Solveig Heistad is visiting at a collection of guns, in “The Arizona Raiders." Marsha Hunt plays opposite
afternoon with Mrs. Bert Willey at
mon by the pastor.
exit into the woods.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. John 11 rabbe.—adv.
Medomak.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wyllie reMrs. Grace Payson and 6ister, Mrs
Hannings ln Portland.
Mrs Myron Hatch and children of
_
,
.
turned Monday from a vacation trip
The
Miss Mona Stahl who has been Griffeths of Philadelphia.
NORTH HOPE
Cameron, have been recent visitors I
,
„
Brockton, Mass., are visiting Mrs.
t
1 to Lake Boone. Stow, Mass., the
members
of
the
quartet
are
Jascha
with her mother in New York for
at the Payson farm. Mrs. Pa>son
moh ; _camp
s brother. Albert the winter, is now at the home of her Brodsky, violin; Charle Jaffe, violin;
Daniel Wentworth dined Monday Hatch’s mother, Mrs. Alice Creamer.
later motored .to n
Farmington with
H of Mrs.
____Wyllie
__________
Mr. Hatch accompanied his family
Cadleux of Marlboro, Mass. Mr. and
at
the A. I. Perry home.
Max
Aronoff,
viola
and
Orlando
Mr. and Mrs. Lindahl to visit her
aunt. Mrs. Adelbert Walker, Com
here but returned home Sunday.
Mrs. Cadieux and Mrs. Josephine
Coles.
Violoncello.
Callers
Sunday
at
Willow
Brook
daughter, Mrs. Forest Farnham and
mercial street.
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Walter of
Cadieux were members of the vaca
This quartet is widely known both and at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E.
Mrs. Ray Easton recently enter
Mr. Farnham.
North Waldoboro were callers Suntion party. Accompanying Mr. and tained the members of her Sunday In Europe and America having made DonaldPerrywere Mr. and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. George Robbins are Mrs. Wyllie home on their return,
Amos Johnson and daughters. Ann da>' on frlends ln thls locality
keeping open house this summer.. In were Mrs. E. L. Shaw and John School at a picnic at her home, after- extensive concerts. Last June they and Nina, and Edmund Harriman of!
Clarence ^^ley of Waldoboro
cluded among their guests are their Boggs of Marlboro, who will visit ward going to Granite Pier for bath- were invited to play at the King’s
Mrs
Donald
called
Friday
on her aunt Mrs. Ada
ing and swimming.
Jubilee exercises in London, at the Rockland. Mr. and
daughter, Mrs. Edson, and sons relatives here.
Fuller
and
daughter
Donna
and
Mr.
Wellman
Mr. and Mrs. William Hewes, son home of Lord and Lady Astor and
Austin and Bobby of Chester, Vt,
Recent guests of Mr. and ’Mrs.
and Mrs R. L. Coose of Searsmont
C W McClure of Newton'
Parris, Ind., and South Carolina; and Joseph Stickney were Mrs. Lillian Russell and friend were guests Sun for the British Broadcasting Co.
have also been visitors recently.
- Mass' spent the weekend wlth Mrs'
Among
other
engagements
last
day
of
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
M.
a nephew, Stanley H. Morse of Nichole, Mrs. Florence Richards and
I McClure and children.
Torrey. The Torreys were down winter they played at the White
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Meservey and
WaRer Cotton has
Plainville, Conn. Other relatives of Mrs. Hattie Swan all of Auburn.
from their Northport cottage for the House as guests of President and daughter. Margery of Massachusetts measles the past week
the Robbins family of New Britain,
Repair work has been started on
Mrs. Roosevelt.
were weekend guests of Mr. Me- )
____________
Conn., are occupying the F. A. Morse the bridge abutment at Warren weekend.
Mrs.
Charles
Boehm
and
son
servey's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
house for several weeks.
village, which was dislodged in the
NORTH WASHINGTON
Gamble of Philadelphia are at the
Meservey in North Appleton.
VINALHAVEN
Central Maine Power Co. has ex- March flood. Joseph Stickney is in
Ann Townsend cottage for the sum
Mrs. A. I Perry returned WednesMiss Irene Lenfest is passing a few
tended its line on the Hathorne Point charge Of the work, assisted by
Miss Ruth Scott of ' ewark, N. J ,
day from Searsmont.
j days vacation with her sister, ln
road to the summer homes of R. O. Leonard Cousins, Ralph Norwood, mer.
Francis Gilbert has returned from was expected to be host to LindMr. and Mrs. Magee and daughter, I Massachusetts.
Elliot and John D. Austin.
I William Stamford, and Edwin Gam a brief business trip to Utica. N. Y. Sara Buuk-z.
Arline. of Camden were callers re
Charles Crummitt has been en
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Rowell are en mon. The work will also include new
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Jones and
Mr. ar.d Mrs. '..eon Airy art reie'.vtertaining Mr. and Mrs. Seerey and planking. It has been delayed fce- Chester B. Jones of Rockland spent ing congratulations on the birth cently on Mrs. E. Donald Perry and gaged with his horses in haying for
Mrs. A. I. Perry. Mrs. Perry will visit Everett Cunningham en the “Gore"
Mr. Sullivan of New York.
, cause, in order to get at the abutthe weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Hans July 13 of a son.
her daughter, Mrs. R. L. Coose in and is now similarly employed at
Mrs. Lavon Cedestrom and children ment which had spread, it was necesHeistad.
, ,jjr and Mrs. Deidritch Vor. Sous- Searsmont a part of this week.
Forrest Chapman's in Razorville.
of Boston were callers recently at sary to wait until the Georges River
At Town hall Aug. 4 the Younger ton of
River N v r^ent
Several from this vicinity attended
David Lenfest of Wakefield, Mass., I
Fannie Freeman's.
j Mills drew down the water to repair
artists of the Curtis Institute of guests of Miss Marietta Ingerson, the recent Townsend picnic in is with his grandparents, Mr. and j
Mr. and Mrs. A. Lindahl will sail th« bulkhead at the dam.
Music, who are summering here will have returned home,
Burnham.
Mrs. M. W. Lenfest, for a few weeks j
Aug. 18 from New .York city for a 1 A new floor has been laid ln the be presented in a concert for the
Miss Doris Hopkins returned
Mr. and Mrs. E. Donald Pern’ were vacation.
weave
room
ln
the
Georges
River
few months’ visit in Sweden. Mr. Lin
benefit of the Methodist Church.
I Monday from Augusta.
visited recently by Mr. and Mrs.
Archie Lenfest trucked pulpwood
Mills. The steel work is in place ln
Mrs. Nelly Coates and Joseph I
dahl's old home.
Miss Sara Hamilton of Baltimore, Lewis Carter of Bath. Mr. and Mrs. to Augusta recently for Charles
the wet finishing room of the mill, Jordan, who have been visiting Mr.
Donald Fuller and daughter. Donna, Crummitt.
put in by Prock Bros., of Winslows and Mrs. Herbert Coates for a few 15 visitin* her sister Mrs’lda Jones'
home of his sister. Mrs. H. A. Young,
Mr. and Mrs. Glover McDonald
Mills.
days, returned Tuesday to New York. I Mrs- Dennis McKenney
and Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Coose of Sears
after a business trip to Providence.
mont and Mr. and Mrs. Walter and four children of Long Island. N.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Wade of
Mrs. H. H. Nash of East Weymouth, children of Springfield are guest^Of Bowden of Camd<?n
Miss Frances Campbell and Miss Thomaston were recent callers on
Y, arrived Saturday at the home of
Mass., is visiting her mother, Mrs. Mrs. McKenneys parents Mr. and,
Gena Truax, with two girl companions Mrs. Alice Spear.
Mrs. McDonald's aunt, Mrs. M. W.
Mrs. A. G. Johnson.
Laura Stetson.
from New York, are at Orchard cot
Lenfest. Mrs. McDonald will remain
SPRUCE
HEAD
Mrs. Selden Robinson spent Tues
Mrs. L. R. Smith was a visitor
All members of R. H. S. senior class
tage for a few weeks.
two weeks, Mr. McDonald having re
day in Thomaston as guest of her are urged to attend a meeting to Wednesday in Rockland.
Miss Mildred Tinney and Miss turned Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. James have mother, Mrs. Emily Seavey.
night, Thursday, at the Ballard Mrs. MacArthur of Cambridge, Anna (Grassick are cn two weeks’ va
George Lenfest and a friend from
been joined at the Rockwell cottage,
Capt. John Halvorsen is visiting a Business School at 7 o'clock. This
Mass., is guest of her daughter Mrs. cation at Lindenhurst, the Tinney cot Belmont, Mass., who have been on a
Bird's Point, by Mr. and Mrs. Brown few days with relatives in Rockland.
is important as matters regarding R. Mont Arey.
’ • tage.
successful fishing trip to Moosehead
ing and family of Buffalo, N. Y, who
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eugley were the carnival-regatta must be decided
_______
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Grassick and Lake for a week, made a visit Satur
Mrs.
Maurice
Leadbetter
and
Winwill pass a few weeks there.
callers Tuesday at the home of Mr. at this time.
| field Leadbetter were in Rockland I daughters, Lois and Elaine, are at the day night at the Lenfest home, en
Miss Louise James motored Friday and Mrs. Orrin Black in Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Rhodes, daugh Monday to attend the funeral of w Dl T(xld h0U£e for several weeks.
route to Massachusetts.
to West Hartford for a week's stay.
Wilder Moore and Lyman Randall
ter Betty and Clayton Smith were Mr Leadbetter's sister Mrs. AdaAustin York returned Monday to
Donald Cunningham and mother,
are engaged in painting and decorat over night guests Tuesday of Mr. and Mills
i New York city. Mrs. York and two Mrs. F. W. Cunningham, were busi
ing at the Baptist parsonage.
Mrs. Charles Rhodes, Jr., at their
„
UNION
Mrs. Elsie Ames and son Albert children wil1 make several weeks' visit ness visitors Saturday in Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Albert Ordway camp at. Megunticook Lake.
I
were
visitors
in Rockland this week. I With Mr York's parents' Mr and Mrs'
James Henchey of Windsor is em
were weekend guests of Mrs. Charles
Russell Thurston is in Boston for .
Mr. and Mrs. Plumer of Philadel
i H. IF. York.
ployed as a chopper by Charles
Small, in Auburn.
Mrs.
Frank
Gross
of
Portland
is
.
..
_
,
.
two
weeks
attending
summer
school
phia were callers at the Alden home
Mr. and Mrs. George L. McLeod Crummitt.
• e • »
in connection with COC work.
j gU€St of Mrs.
w Fifield.
recently.
and daughter Ruth motored here
Townsend Supper-Meeting
W. A. Palmer has work at the
The Trytohelp Club met Monday ' A baked bean supper will be served Sunday from Brockton, Mass. Mr.
Several men from here have been on
One hundred and fifty persons sat
Barnes’ lumber mill in Razorville.
a fishing trip to Mooshead Lake the down to a supper served by the night at the home of Mrs. Edna tonight at the Latter Day Saints McLeod returned home Sunday night,
Ingraham with Mrs. Diana Pitts as Church.
past week.
but Mrs. McLeod and Ruth will re
Townsend Club, Friday at the
SOUTH HOPE
....
Mrs. Jennie Thurston who has been Grange hall, with the clubs of Cam hostess. Mrs. Pitts gave an interestmain for several weeks with Mr. Mc
Local Sod Works Magic
in Massachusetts visiting relatives and den, Rockport, Rockland. Thomaston, ing book review entitled "Father
Leod's mother, Mrs. Cassie McLeod.
Miss Marion Taylor of Waltham,
friends for several weeks, recently re and Union invited. The meeting fol- Struck it Rich" and her daughter,’ Ned Littiefield of Boston is visltLionel Oarr is visiting his parents,
Mass., and nephew. Charles Simmons
lowed
at
Glover
hall,
attended
by
1
Jo
*
ph
™
P
Ia
v
«d
three
ing
relatives
and
friends
during
a
turned to her home in South Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Carr for a
of Winnisquam. N. H , are at W. L.
, , _
. „
, , . , piano solos
Little- week whde his boat, the Ida May AtMrs. Bertha Bryant called Satur __
200, with Rev. J. Clarence Leckemby, | piano solos. Next week the Club two weeijS stay jn town
Taylor’s for two weeks' vacation.
will
meet
at
Granite
Pier
for
a
»<’
-•
—
•-«
—
—
•
I
day on friends in West Rockport.
field explains his presence here by | water' on (which Mr. Carr is third
of Pittsfield, the principal speaker, i
Mr. and Mrs. O’Brien and son.
picnic.
William E. Stein and Andrew Kasola
Other Clubs represented at the ,
' stating that at the Vinalhaven re- mate, is in dry dock in Fall River, Earle, of Washington. D. C.. were re
Miss
Bertha
Payson
of
Washing
Washlng" union in Boston last year he bravely Mass.
of New (York were in town Monday meeting Included, Rockland, Cam- | . Ml® ®Crth® Pays°n
cent callers on Mrs Kate Taylor.
wh0
b**11 spending a stepped upon the piece of Vinaland hired the Town hall for a concert den. Thomaston, Augusta. Waterville °n, f
Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper has arrived
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Annis of
and dance July 25. Both are profes and Rockport with the largest dele- ?art' of her vacatlon at thc Payson haven which Postmaster Drew, from Canton. Mass., and opened her
Florida were visitors Saturday at H
On Maln street went Monday had at the banquet, and defied the cottage for (the summer.
sional musicians, having appeared on gation from Camden. Other speak- ,
A. Hart's.
concert stage, radio recording. They ers were Thomas Googan of Water- : to Star Island near Portsmouth, N. fairies t0 do lheir worst He admjt#
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Runnells, Mr.
Miss Grace Knowlton of Rockland
have made several European tours.
he was duly and carefully warned and Mrs. Laurence Thompson and has been visiting Miss Hattie Boggs
vilie, William Stirling, president of
about the magic in the old sod but son Arthur and Ben Runnells, all ot for several days. Mr. and Mrs. G. F.
the Waterville Townsend Club, James
Group of Concerts
until a few weeks ago he had for- East Millinocket, are camping on Taylor. Mrs Ada Hastings, of Belfast
Malloy, president of the Rockport
Watch, Clock and Jewelry ' Club, Jasper E. Rawley, secretary of The Curtis String Quartet will ap-! gotten all about it.
Spruce Head Island. They were ac and Miss Elizabeth Hewett of Orange.
About the time the hot weather, companied here by their mother, Mrs. Mass., were also recent guests of Miss
Repairing
the Rockland Club, James B. Holt pear in three chamber music concert*
Optical Repairs and Supplies
of Augusta, member of the Congres at the Captain Ells Boat Barn, Com- along with the thunder showers, Laura Runnells, who will visit her Boggs.
sional board and Bernard Pratt , ntercial street. The dates are Aug. 2, i struck Boston and vicinity, Mr. sister, Mrs. L. C. Elwell, for several
Callers Sunday at A. L. Esancy's
J. C. Moody
Aug. 16 and Aug. 30., at 8:30.
I Littlefield began to complain of weeks.
included Mr. and Mrs. Arthur May of
TEL. 12-12,
UNION, ME. president of the Augusta Club.
The boat bam is the former Joseph itching feet ar.d a strange restlessA volunteer crew consisting of the New York, Mrs. Willis Jewell of Bos
Mr. Holt explained the plan for
financing the Leckemby campaign, Ells place which has been purchased ness seemed to be upon him. The Misses Steele, Sheldon and Walker, ton, Mrs. Chase of Rockland, Mrs.
asking members to pledge five cents and is being, remodelled by the symptoms became so aggravated that cleaned the church grounds Monday L. E. Davis of East Union, Mr. and
each week until September for the -------------------------------------------------- almost before he knew what was with pleasing results, and to them Mrs'. Raymond Paul and children,
happening he was on his way home. thanks are gladly extended.
purpose. Most members of the
Edna and David of Appleton.
Mrs. Lillian Pomeroy of Rockland
After a good night's sleep and a
enthusiastic audience pledged a dollar.
At the South Hope Grange hall 125
tramp around the old town the itch visited Tuesday with Mrs. L. C. relatives and friends assembled last
Pledge cards were available at the
disappeared and then, after a good Elwell.
meeting. Rev. Mr. Leckemby re
Thursday night to tender a reception
feed of fresh fish and other sea
asserted his faith ln the Republican j
and kitchen shower to Mr. and Mrs.
food, that “all gone” feeling wept
party, and urged that votes be cast
Arthur F. Hart. Several towns were
JEFFERSON
away. Mr. Littlefield thinks that it
for the man instead of the party.
represented, including Searsmont,
The Adelbert Andrews Camps for Appleton, Union. Rockland and Hope.
will take about two weeks to cure
The meeting, at which all the :
him completely, and he will be care girls and the boys' camps have The newly married couple received
speakers were loudly applauded,
opened.
ended with an informal dance, music j
many fine gifts. Refreshments were
Wash the affected parts with ful about what he puts his foot into
The Kings Daughters will hold a served, with • dancingand sociability
Resinol Soap and warm water to at the next Vinalhaven reunion.
by a Camden orchestra.
soften scales and crusts. Resinol
cooked food sale Saturday at Bond concluding a pleasant occasion.
Soap is suggested because it con
Bros, store.
NORTH HAVEN
tains no excess of free alkali, and
NORTH WARREN
Mrs. Grace Strout, Miss Margaret
is especially suited to tender skin.
DEER ISLE
Dry
by
patting
with
a
soft
cloth
—
The
Girls'
4-H
Club
at
its
meeting
Mrs. Rose Jago and daughMr. and Mrs. M. R. Kalloch and
do not rub.
ter,
Doris,
were
Augusta
visitors
Monday night in Library hall voted
Arnold Haskell and Fred Hedlund
family of Thomaston were callers
Doctors recommend an oily oint to buy a flag and song book for each Saturday.
of Quincy, Mass., are spending a va
Sunday at the C. W. Mank home.
ment because it penetrates the out
Miss Florence Ware is home for a cation at Sylvester’s Cove.
Capt. I. E. Archibald of Thomaston er layers of the skin more effec member. Those present were Hope
few
weeks’ visit.
Ames,
Grace
Beverage,
Ida
Wooster,
Mr. and Mrs. John Noble of Cam
Was a business cplier Monday at Wil tively. Resinol Ointment meets this
requirement,
and
does
even
more.
Sunset
Camps
at
Damariscotta
Mrs.
Mills.
Hazel
Marden
and
Ruth
bridge,
Mass., are at the Hitz cottage.
liam Antilla's.
For over 40 years it has been—and Stone. The next meeting will be (Jefferson) Lake have opened.
Mrs.
Edith
Craven of New York is
Albert Hill is ill.
still is—successfully used to relieve
Mrs. John Shrader, Mrs. Jennie guest of Mrs. L.ucy 1C. (Bruce.
quickly the itching and burning of Wednesday afternoon at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Stanislaw Rembski of
Matty—I wonder if Professor eczema. It contains soothing in Hope Ames. A club tour is planned. Tibbetts. Miss Isabelle Choate, Miss
gredients that aid healing.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl C. Marden, Edith Choate and Richard Choate New York have arrived for the sum
Redder meant anything by it—
Use Resinol Ointment today and Hazle Marden and Ruth Stone were visited Friday in Lewiston.
mer.
Charlie—By What?
enjoy comfort tomorrow. Get a jar, visitors in Rockland last Thursday,
SeveAty-five girls have arrived at
Mrs George Carman and son Stan
Matty—He advertised a lecture on also a cake of Resinol Soap, at any
Fools and when I bought a ticket it drug store. For free sample, write making the trip in the Marden motor the Katharine Ridgeway Camps at ley of Wollaston, Mass., are visiting
Chary Lake.
to Resinol, Dept, 1, Baltimore, Md. boat.
Mrs. Lydia A. Beck.
« Croquet »1 NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY was marked, admit one.

Why Gulf is the Gas
for July

-

TEA

WHAT TO DO FOR

ECZEMA ITCHING

AND DURNING

R»iaag

THI "OOO DAYS"start in July.
Hot, sticky days that play hob
with your car's mileage—un
less you use a fuel tailored to
the weather. If you don't want
part of your gas to go out the
exhaust»wA«mr</, uasteJ—get
Thai Good Gulf in July. It's
specially refined for summer
driving—“Kept in Step with
the Calendar.” And that’s why

vx

all of it goes to u ork, none of it
goes to waste. Try it.
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HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) VERTICAL (Cont.)
1-Slow (music)
42-One who transfers 11- Stings
5-Aver
property
12- Remark
44-A season
10- Melody
18-Reclining
11- Source of light
46- Ascend
20- Brown, as bread
13-Girl's name
47- Marltlme signal
21- Grades
14- A dividing wall
48- Combining form,
22- Sag
15- Unfastened
air
23- Enclosure
16- Strike gently
49- Prusslan city
25- Man’s name
17- Science
50- A heron
26- Small child
19- Girl’s name
28-Bestows
VERTICAL
20- Large plants
30-Except
•
1- Endures
22-Warehouses
32- Farm tenant
24-Kiln for drying hops 2- Surface
33- Father (Sp.)
27-Church festival (pi.) 3- Wavelet
35- Part of the head
4- A ship channel
29-Witty sayings
36- Gain
6- Golf mound
31-Left unimpaired
38-Hawaiian garlands
7-Torments
34-Watches over
41—In this place
8- Row
37-The whole
9- Two collections of 43-River in Scotland
39- Past
Icelandic literature 45-Scold
40- Definite article
(Solution to previous puzzle)

NORTH WALDOBORO
D E M U

Miss Lilly Pearl of Revere, Mass.,
Is guest of Marie Bumheimer.
,1
Maple Grange Circle met last
Thursday for an all-day meeting, 12
being present. A fine dinner was
served at the noon hour, after which
rug making and fancy work were in
order. There will be another meet
ing in two weeks.

A

Mr. and Mrs. Knutsen and son,
Rudy, of New York who have been
at Peter Hlldebrant's the past two
weeks, returned home Saturday.

E L

Guy Williamson of Bangor was a
business visitor Monday afternoon
in this community,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Overlock and
family of Chicago were callers here
Saturday afternoon. Mr. Overlock’s
father and grandfather claimed this
community as their home town, his
grandfather's name being David
Overlock. Mr. Overlock is vice presi
dent of the Continental Illinois
National Bank and Trust Co., of
Chicago. The family will return to
the city tomorrow.
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WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILEWithout Cilomel—And You’ll Jump Out of Bed in
the Morning Rarin* to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest.
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
your stomach. You get constipated. Your
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
sunk and the world looks punk.
laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
bowel movement doesn't get at the cau.se. It
takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
freely and make you feel "up and up". Harm
less. gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
’ freely. Ask for Carter’s Little Liver Pills by
Stubbornly refuse anything else. 25c.

lame.
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Every-Other-Day

With Extension agents
AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

ATLAS
JARS

on't gamble
D
your preserves

with
ATLAS

i

Agriculture
i four-winged baffle, mounted on top j Tuesday, July 21, North Edgecomb,
Amendments have been made to of a funnel, to the bottom of which at Mrs. Elizabeth Caswell’s home.
Soil-Building Practices for Maine as is a,tached a receptacle. The as-| Wednesday, July 22, Camden at
,
sembly is suspended from a wire the Grange hall.
follows: (li The date of establishing upright whlch ls
ln the ground.
Thursday, July 23, South Thomasnew seedings of grasses to legumes A portion of the baffle is cut out and ton at the Grange hall,
has been changed from August 1, in this lsplaccd the bait dispenser. I Friday, July 24, Burkettville, at
1936 to Sept. 1, il936. (2) Applying prom this block is vaporised the odorMrs. Mattie Light's,
lime and superphosphate between of the chemical attractants. The
Women may take any vegetables
August 1, 1936 and Nov. 1, 1936 to beetles attracted by this odor fly and fruits to these canning bees that
orchards in preparation to seeding against the baffles and fall down Into they wish. However, the produce
down in 1937 has been added and
receptacle where they are trap- must be absolutely fresh. Jars, sugar
certain payments to be made for so
and salt should also be taken. If
doing, and (3) Payments will be
while placing and inspecting traps tin cans are desired, your communlmade for fencing livestock out of it wiu
necessary to enter private ty food project leader should be
farm woodlots; fencing being done property, and the cooperation of the notified. Products will be canned ln
between July 1, 1936 and Dec.
public is solicited. Police officials both glass jars and tin cans,
1936.
have been notified of the nature of
• • • •
.or'iv cut hov has heen the workThe lnsPectors bear
"Salads for All Seasons" is the sub- |
Although ear y cut
y
credentials which will be produced )ect 0» these leader meetings for next
discolored due to rain it still has Qn request
Ject of th656 lead6r m66tlngs Ior nexl
more food value than late cut hay. I
,hio
week'
....
Employees engaged in this survey
Simonton, Tuesday, July 21 at Mrs.
A. P. Allen of Hope has a fine do not have sPeclflc Information
Annis with Mrs. Maud Carver
piece of Katahdin potatoes, the seed about plant 1)65,5 ln g6nera1' R<!s1’ and Mrs. John Buzzell as leaders,
having been certified last year.
d6n,s should dlrect r6«U6Sts for plant Hope, Tuesday, July 21 at the
....
Pest information to the State De- orange hall with Mrs. Georgia
In cooperation with local officials, partment of Agriculture. For ad- Brownell and Mrs. Etta Pemald in
the U. S. Department of Agriculture ditional information about
the charge.
is now placing men in the field to Japanese beetle address U S. DeMontsweag. Friday, July 24 at Mrs.
ascertain the spread of the Japanese partment of Agriculture, Bureau of Nellie Dowling's with Mrs. Sadie
beetle. This insect is a pest of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, udder and Mrs. Edna
Currier as
'Konotnlc importance ln the eastern Glenwood Avenue & Henry St., ieatjers
section of this country where it has Bloomfield, N. J
become established. It feeds as a
Two hundred traps will be dis
Mrs. Alida Fossett of Union is in
grub on roots of grasses and other trlbuted in and about Rockland,
charge of the traveling case of
plants, and in the adult stage on
....
children's clothes and patterns from
foliage, flowers, and fruit of a variety
With The Homes
July 18 to July 28 If you desire to
of plants. Metal traps are used to
Canning Bees are scheduled next cut patterns for children’s clothing
capture the adult. A trap of the type week with the Home Demonstration from infant age to age 16. you should
most frequently used consists of a Agent, Miss Lawrence, as follows:
get ln touch with Mrs Fossett.

Fruit JARS are proved
safe before you buy be
cause they are Double
Tested for Strength.
Tested for strength un
der strain by the scien
tific Polariscope instru
ment. Tested for strength
Cole of West Dresden, Mrs Furber
SPRUCE HEAD ISLAND
WALDOBORO
under heat by boiling
------1 Teele of Newark, N. J., and Alton
water at 212°F. Strong | Mrs. Lela Creighton of Milton, Miss Dorothy Rowe, who has been Dunn of Boston.
for all methods of mod j Mass., was weekend guest at The visiting her father, Charles Rowe, j
-----------------ern preserving. And Friendly Home Cottage.
has returned to Framingham, Mass.!
WEST WALDOBORO
made of clear crystal
Mrs. Lilia Ames spent the weekend Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stenger are
I at her cottage. Her father Edgar guests of Mrs. T. E. Stenger at her
Mrs. Reuben McCourt and daugh
glass.

'Crawford, sister, Mrs Blanche Vose summer camp.
ter Evelyn of Somerville, Mass., and
i and son Edgar Ames. Mrs. Ames and
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Dvorak and Mrs Ev6»n Campbell and son of
j Levi Clark gave her a birthday sur- Mr. and Mrs. John T Dvorak Jr., Newport. R. I., are visiting their parparty Sunday. Mrs. Ames re have been on a motor trip through ents' Mr and Mrs cllarles Kaler.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank David, Mrs
ceived numerous gifts.
the whUe Mountalns.
All Styles" and Sizes of
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Runnell and Mrand MrsHarry Harrison
and Carrie Wetherell, Miss Bette David
and Miss Eleanor Winchenbach were
Fruit Jars and Caps"
friends of Millinocket camped lor friends of Chelsea.Mass., arevisit'
Rockland visitors Saturday.
the weekend near Colby’s wharf.
lng Mrs. Jessje Achorn.
Mr. and Mrs. Chamberlain Sim
Capt. and Mrs Mills of Rockport,
Mrs william Black of Hammon-1
mons
of Friendship called last Thurs
Mass , formerly of White Head and town N j has opened her home
day on Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Nash.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Harris of Ten- here for the SUmmer
Merrill Standish spent a few days
ants Harbor had a picnic here SunMrs Leroy Gross and children of
recently with his aunt, Mrs. Emily I
! dayBath, N. Y., are visiting Mrs. Roland
Etheridge, at Round Pond.
Mr. and Mrs A. L. Van Emden of Creamer.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Aults were I
I Ridgway, Penn, were recent geests
Miss Dorothy Creamer, a student
j at Rockledge Inn.
J nurse in the State Street Hospital, callers on Mr. and Mrs. William,
This Old Treatment Often
) Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Lewis. Mrs. A Portland is passing a vacation with Thorne Sunday at Gross Neck.
Brings Happy Relief Of Pain
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach.
Many sufferers relieve nagging H. York and Leola Lewis of Water- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hilton Misses Martha, Sadie and Eleanor
backache quickly, once they discover 1 vilie are spending the week at the . Creamer.
Winchenbach were in Augusta re
that the real cause of their trouble Lewis cottage.
j Miss Gertrude Newbert is visiting
may be tired kidneys.
cently.
ehLre??vnc7.n[? °n.Vf Jfature'5 ! Mrs. Carleton Anderson and chil- : her mece' Mrs Edward Merry' at her
Miss Mary Waltz passed a day re
chief ways of taking the acids and
,I
in rztownmh
waste out of the blood. If they don't dren. Mrs. Daniel Farnsworth and summer home in Edgecomb.
cently with her grandmother, Mrs
pass 3 pints a day and so get rid of daughter motored to Portland recent- ' Mrs. Mary Wade has moved her
more than 3 pounds of waste matter.
....
hnncohnlrl
muh
from
Wollaston Fannie Waltz, in Thomaston.
your 13 miles of kidney tubes may ly to take Mr. Anderson s father to ■,
household goods Irom
.
.Wollaston,
. _, Miss Sadie Winchenbach spent the
Mass., and will make her home here
need Hushing.
his home.
I , .. , .
.. „__ .
.__
. weekend with Miss Shirley Etheridge
if you have trouble with frequent
in the future. Mrs. Fred Tucker and
„
, „ .
bladder passages with scanty amount
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent A. O'Donnell.
I at Round Pond.
,
. .
,
.....
Fred Tucker Jr., of Wakefield, Mass.,
which often smart and burn, the 15 . daughter
Doris
and
nephew
Milton
| Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kaler and
miles of kidney tubes may need flush
x.
ing out. This danger signal may ba ) Sturgis of Newton Highland, Mass.; are h6r gU6s,S'
' Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Nash motored
the beginning of nagging backache, arrived Friday at the Dodge cottage I Mrs '-'ass e Simmons as retnrne
Sunday to Pemaquid.
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, get ,,
.
j .. .
’ from the Lincoln Home, Newcastle,
,
ting up nights, swelling, puffiness un Mr. O Donnell returned Monday to
Miss Isabel Geroux is guest of Mrs.
.
where
she
has
been
taking
the
place
der the eyes. headaches and dizziness. ' Massachusetts. The family will re-1
s
Roscoe
Borden in Bath.
Don’t wait for serious trouble. Ask
of the matron for a month.
your druggist for Doan's Pills— main for a few weeks. Mrs. O'DonMr. and Mrs. Lawrence Aulis and
which have been used successfully neU'S parents. Mr and Mrs. John1 Robert Redman is visiting relatives
daughter Esther and guests, Mr. and
for over 40 years by millions of _ .
. .
I In Augusta.
people. They give happy relief and Dodge, are expected Aug. 1.
,
will help flush out the 15 miles of
Mr anrt
, c Ha„ nf W)1 I Charles Lilly was given a dinner Mrs. Harold Gilman, motored Satur
kidney tubes. Get Doan's Pills.
Mr and Mrs L S HaI1 of Wl1*I party Sunday by his daughter, Mrs. day to Augusta. They were accom
________________________________ | mington, Mass. , will occupy the Isabelle Boothby in honor of hi5 panied home by Miss Ida Winchen
i Burke cottage for a few weeks.
,
blrthday anniversary Mr LUly, bach who spent the weekend with her
Dr. C. H. Jameson of Camden was One of the oldest and most respected fa[6nts' Mr and Mre D H winchen
! dinner guest Monday of his sister citizens of this town, appears like a bach.
Mrs. Stanley Maynard.
man 20 years younger and still en-1 Miss Martha Winchenbach has emMilton M. Griffin of Rockland gages in many activities about his P
Mrs. Clifford Winchenbach visited
spent the weekend with his family at house and garden. The guests at
with
Mrs. M. C. Winchenbach Sun
their cottage. They had as callers dinner were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lilly
day at Waldoboro.
Sunday
Mrs.
Ricker
and
Robert
of
Hallowell,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Gilman oi
Gardner of Augusta.
South Braintree, Mass., have been
Mrs. Daniel Farnsworth has recov
guests of Mrs. Gilman's brother, Law
ered from a recent accident.
rence Aulis and Mrs. Aulis.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter T. Stackpole,
Meenahga Grange wilt have a lawn
son Charles and Miss Emma Stackparty
Wednesday on Harlow Genthpole of Thomaston passed the week
FEATURE*
ner’s premises in the afternoon and
end at their cottage.
evening.
Mrs. Ruth B. Spear had as recent
Mr. and Mrs. Frank David, Mrs.
callers at the Century. Mr. and Mrs
Carrie Wetherell, Miss Bette David
Thomas Dumont. Mr. and Mrs. Alex
and Miss Eleanor Winchenbach were
ander Sulesky, Miss C. J. White of
Friendship visitors Friday.
Boston, Miss Margaret Hellier, Cres

HAZEL-ATLAS GLASS CO.

Wheeling, W. Va.
Maiers of fruit jars and fruit
jar caps lor more than 40 year^

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES

Atlantic
RANGES

cent Beach; Miss Mary Haskell,
I Rockland; William Brawn. Rockport;
' Mrs. Elizabeth Burpee and Alvary
j Gay of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Emery were
at the Charliette, with guests, Sun
day.
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Gilbert
returned Friday to Lookout Lodge
! from their home ln Medfield, Mass,
AND UP
i They have as guest this week Fannie
Your Old Range Taken in
E. Gilley of Gardner. Mass.
Exchange
Percival Sawyer of Camden has
Atlantic Ranges are available in
‘ been staying with William Colby for
Black and All Enamel Finishes
a week while engaged in repair work
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
j at the Century.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hammond
of Camden spent the weekend il
their bungalow.
Mrs. Anna Nelson and family were
TEL. 980
313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND at their cottage Sunday and were
47-tf visited by Mrs. Edgar Cooper and
daughter Dorothy of Wollaston. Mass.
Stanley Maynard of East Milton,
Mass., spent the weekend with his
family at their cottage the Sunset.

GLEN COVE

M9.50

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

CAj.NS
Ctnnivc/isa/i
JUNE 29-JULY 25

a

Lendall Merrill, Charles Maxey,
Horace Coombs and Walter Tolman
attended a Big League ball game
Sunday in Boston.
Mrs. William Clinton has arrived
home from Knox Hospital much im
proved in health after several days'
treatment.
Miss Ada Hall returned Saturday
to Boston following several weeks’
visit with her mother and sister
here.
Miss Lizzie Blackington recently
suffered a fractured shoulder from a
fall occasioned while working about
the farm.

Page Five

FIRST.NEWM01IUB
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AND NOW
WETHYl

In a Single Year-Socony has Introduced Two Outstanding Gasolines!
If you’re an Ethyl user—you’ve got a new thrill
coming! It’s in your first tankful of new Socony
Ethyl. Everywhere —motorists are acclaiming
the Ethyl running mate to the new Mobilgas.
Fill up and you’ll notice these improvements:
FREEDOM FROM KNOCK-you’ll find a new
j?...

quiet! HIGHEST POWER—your motor will de
velop full power! MONEY-SAVING UNIFORM
ITY—every tankful delivers top performance!
Stop for new Socony Ethyl today—and feel the
difference! Standard Oil of New York, Division
of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.

FOR “FRIENDLY SERVICE’’

TOP AT SOCONY DEALERS
FRIENDSHIP

I Mrs. Hoyt's mother who is seriously
son, James, of Claremont, N. H., Mr.
MEDOMAK
and Mrs. Harrington of Phippsburg
____ “*•
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Barter and ’ Mr. and Mrs. Fred Keene and sons
and Mr. and Mrs. John Lawley ot
South Portland were recent callers three children spent the weekend George and Richard were in Bucksat the home of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney with Mrs. Barter's parents, Mr. and P°rt Sunday and vlsted Mrs. Keene s
sister.
Carter of Bath.
Mrs. Eugene Genthner.
Mrs. Merton Benner and mother
Miss Rosie Carter passed the holi
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Willey and
were
callers Sunday on Mrs. Bert
day with her mother, Mrs. James mother of Lowell, Mass., are at their
Willey.
Murphy.
cottage for the summer.
Mrs. L. W. Osier and daughter were
Mrs. Byron Thompson has employ
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Stahl are be
Friendship
visitors Sunday.
ment for the summer at the Welling ing congratulated on the birth, Ju’.y 7,
ton Smith summer home ln Cushing. 0[ a son Philip Arthur.
The Methodist choir is sponsoring i Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman ["“7
PLEASANTLY
PERFUMED SPRAY
a magician show Friday night at the passed Sunday with Mrs. Shuman's
Winchenpaw play house, under the parents in Cushing,
direction of Rev. Mr. Leigh, a former
Mrs. Verna Genthner of Waldoboro
pastor here, and his son, Donald.
j has been visiting Alberta Prior for
Mrs. James Murphy, Mr. and Mra. ; several days.
MOSQUITOES,
Emery Simmons motored Sunday to
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Winston of PortFLIES, MOTHS,
Woolwich with her daughter, Rosie land are occupying one ef J. H. MilSPIDERSand
Simmons, and Joseph Femadez.
jler s cottages on the point.
other insects
Mrs. Perley Lawry Is guest of Mr..! Mrs AIphons° will6y and ,hrce '
children are visiting her mother, Mrs
Charlena Lawry.
Poland, at Loudville.
Mrs. Percy Wotton and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hoyt and '
Barbara of Staten Island, N. Y„ ar
children of Ohio are at the home of
rived Saturday to Join Mr. Wotton
who has been at the Wotton sum- I
mer home for several weeks.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
Mrs. James Murphy and daughter,
Service To: Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, Isle Au Haut.
Mrs. Florence Burns and Mias Roele
Swan's Island and Frrnrhboro
Carter were ln Rockland recently
(Subject to Change Without Notice’)
for a call on Mrs. Murphy's son, Ray

Summer visitors have arrived in
large numbers and nearly all cot
tages are occupied.
The Ladies Aid served a bakea
bean supper recently from which
proceeds of $20 were earned. On
the committee were Mrs. Hattie
Lawry, Mrs. Annie Bessey. Mrs.
Helen Simmons and Mrs. Gertrude
Oliver. Following the supper, the
district superintendent, Rev. Mr.
Callahan of the Eastern Maine Con
ference conducted services in the
auditorium where he delivered an
absorbing address at the conclusion
of the business session.
Callers and visitors the weekend
at the home of Mrs. Clayton Oliver
were Mrs. Herbert Weaver and
daughter, summer residents at Mar
tin Point; Mr. and Mrs. John Lawley,
South Portland; Mrs. William Wal
lace, South Waldoboro; Mr. and Mrs.
Ira Oliver, Thomaston; and Mrs.
Ellis Lawry and daughter, Eda. of
this town.
Miss Mabel Wotton who has been
suffering from facial erysipelas, ls
much Improved.
William Wallace of South Waldo
boro has been employed in painting
mond Carter who is a patient ln
the house of Albion Wotton.
Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Randall Condon motored
The two cottages ot E. H. Lawry
recently to Richmond.
are
occupied by summer residents.
Rev. T. H. Pemald of South
Mrs. Otto Rodamer entertained
Waldoboro gave an inspirational talk
Friday night at the young people's recently Mr. and Mrs. Gus Wilson
service in the Advent Church, special of White Plains, N. Y., Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Naylor, Tarrytown, N. Y„ Mr. and
music being also provided.
Mrs. John Lang and family and Mr.1
The Methodist Ladies Aid met last
Thursday at the home of- Mrs. and Mrs. Eugene Louden of Chath
Madeline Mason of Martin's Point am, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Elden Cook were
where 22 members and guests par
recent
callers at the home of Mrs.
took of dinner. A feature of the
pleasant afternoon was the taking of | Julia Winchenbach in South Waldo- '
snap shots of the group. The next boro.
Mr. and Mrs. Gould Pitcher of '
meeting will be at the Community
house, Martin's Point, with Mrs. Massachusetts and Mr. and Mrs.
Willard Pitcher of Damariscotta
Herbert Weaver as hostess.
Mrs. Albion Wotton and son, were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Luther, Mrs. Clayton Oliver and son Ellis Lawry at their cottage at
Llewellyn Oliver motored Saturday Forest Lake.
Leonard Stetson who went to
to Waldoboro.
Portland
for a weekend visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cushman have
sold their house at Bradford Point Mr. and Mrs Ira Oliver, has returned
to Frederick Vogel of New York city. to his home here.
Mrs. Roscoe Simmons passed last
At their harbor home, the Cushmans
Thursday
at Friendship, Long Island
are having a sun parlor built along
with other improvements made, where her children and grand
children celebrated her birthday an- I
preparatory to occupancy.
Allie Crouse who has been confined niversary with a picnic.
to his home with a throat abscess, ls
somewhat improved. Dr. Hahn has
WE BUY
been in attendance.
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Hall and Mr.
Hall's mother of St. George were
guests Sunday of Mrs. Lizzie Thomp CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
son.
370 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Mr. and Mrs. James Knowlton and

OLD GOLD

I Eastern Standard Time,
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Effective June JOtli to September 15th Inclusive
Read Down
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
A M. PM. PM
A M. P.M. AM.
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND.
Ar. 11.45 700 550
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.50
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.40
2.30
1.50
11.30 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND,
Lv. 8.45
ReadUp

VINALHAVEN LINE—STEAMER W S. WHITE
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
cept Sundav Only
cept Sundav Only
A.M. P.M. A.M.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.45
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
6.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.30

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/'
RATESl
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Ml «00Mt WITH

iatw

500 Roomj
RADIO
5ERVID0R
TUB ’-.SHOWER

MANGER
« NORTH STATION
•a STCP-frtnyitr TRAIN-ROOM’

Every-Other-Day
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,-»knriv’® Column *
i Isadora deWinter, of this town, re- being held at the home of Miss Mar- Jaqueliae, of Jamaica Estates, Long I
I
lay after a nine- garet G. Ruggles. Main street today island, and Robert Percy, of Jersey
GVCiyDOtiy S VUlUIIin
I turned here Tuesday
I
Miss Joan Hunt has returned to day motor trip to the Gaspe Penin- at 3 o'clock with Mrs. John C. Mason City. N. J. who came to attend the i , ,*£'<1 * hr™ une'Verted1lumn
4
once not
for to
25 ♦
■I************
fMargaret Hanley), of North Easton. Gutoske-Felt weddurg left for then cents, three times (or so cents. AddiRockland after a visit with her i sular and New Brunswick,
>,
,
. , ,
I tional lines five cents each for one time
33-ft. auxiliary sloop for sale, first
homes last night.
10 cents for three tlme». Six words class condition Tel. 321-R. ROBERT
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Baldwin, of Mass. as guest speaker.
make a line.
BURNS.
City______________ _ _____ 84*86
Warden
and
Mrs.
Edward
P.
John,
Miss
Martha
Anderson,
of
Me

Union
City,
N.
J.,
who
came
to
at

Whitehill. Her brother, Clifton, re
FRIENDSHIP sloop, with motor, for
tend the Gutoske-Pelt wedding, went son had as guests recently P. B. i chanicsburg, Penn., arrived here
mained for a longer visit.
sals In first class condition. Belfast,
Box 128 Of Tel. Belfast 406-W
85*87
A concert of special interest will be yesterday to Barry's Bay. Ontario, Brill, architect for the Staten Island Monday and is guest of Mr. and Mrs
THREE male collie pups for sale, $5
Shipbuilding
Company
of
New
York.
Edward
T.
Dornan,
on
Main
street,
accompanied
by
Mrs.
Margaret
given in the Baptist auditorium
cow dogs, and children's
I each, nice
ALBERT SHERMAN, Appleton.
Wednesday at 7.45. Tire participants Gutoske, vrtio has been guest of Mr. Capt. Benjamin Kemp, port captain during two weeks' vacation.
• -.♦♦•••-.-.♦-.•••a pets.
Me
85*87
Mrs. Paul Abbott and son, Paul.
will be: Mrs. Nettie Nicholson of ! and Mrs. James B. Felt for ten days of the Charlestown Navy Yard, Capt.
FOUR dollar bills lost late Thursday
NEW potatoes. Irish Cobblers, for sale
of
Boothbay.
is
visiting
Miss
Rebecca
afternoon
on
Main
st.
ernest
john
Joseph
I
Kemp
of
the
new
destroyer,
fanners’ prices: also standing hay
Waldoboro; Miss Margaret Simmons. and who was returning home.
_ ,
...
,
, .
.
SON 23 Orange street. Tel. 218-J. 83’85 at
ln large or small quantities. C. E.
--Mrs. Frank Davis and daughter. Mahan. Which has been in Rock- Robertson, tins week, at her home on — PAIR
Miss Adelaide Cross. Miss Winola
of tortoise-shell eye glasses ln SMITH. Washington. Tel 12-19.
85-87
brown leather case lost Wednesday, of
Richan and Leon R. White, Rock and Mrs. Mary Hamilton, of Camp- land harbor. Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Gleason street.
STANDING hay for sale on the Avery j
sinkn ci,.u ,..ni
last week. Reward. Return to Courler- Starrett farm, Warren. Inquire of !
The Beta Alpha Club will be guests Gazette.
83*85
land; Miss Laura Meserve, Jefferson; ' bello, Mass., have arrived to spend Doe of Saco, and Mrs. William
MRS EARL MILLER, Waldoboro. Route
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Butler, at their notice is hereby given of the loss of 2._________________________________ 85*87 1
Eldred K. Patch, Friendship; Miss , the remainder of the summer at the Leighton of Alfred.
TEN acre farm (former Jones Sanl- I
todupiVcV m
Lester Archibald, who has been home in Warren, at a picnic to be ™'Of bs°a?dk
Beatrice Haskell, Warren; and the; Peterson homestead.
tarlum lot) for sale. Barn and hen house
accordance with the provisions of the and good house foundation, located on i
Choral Society of 20singersassist-1 Mrs
Edna Ellis and daughter, Mrs. visiting his family
at Stockton held Friday, Members are asked to State
Law SECURITY TRUST CO
17, two miles from Union. In- I
ed by Harold Greene. Dr.Cushing.
Frank Houghton, Mrs. EmilyCounce Springs, was overnight guest recent- meet at the Baptist Church at 5 p RwkiandTMaine?‘ension "otis. Re Route
quire of FRANK GOFF.
83*85 j
ly
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Austin
Davis,
in
m„
where
free
transportation
will
be
'
bo
tii
h
1
and
Sidney
Counce.
all
of
North
STANDING
hay for sale on Clarry '
Lloyd Daniels and G. B Mathews.
farm. Union. Me . Tel. Rockland 333.
A chicken supper in the vestry will Anson, were in town Tuesday to at North Cushing, enroute to Roslindale provided. Members are also asked to
85-87 i
,
take
own
dishes.
tend
the
funeral
services
for
Mrs.
Massprecede the concert.
MODEL A Ford truck for sale, with j
automatic hoist: also Chevrolet sedan
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hastings, son, | Miss Ruth D. Pillsbury, who came 1
Miss Elizabeth Sleeper of Fitch Sarah Hoffses.
and lawn mower. C. E OROTTON. 138 j
Special services are being held Bernard, and daughter Lois, accom- to attend the Gutoske-Felt wedding.
Camden st.. city. Tel. 1214-M.
84-tf j
burg, Mass., was recent guest of her
HOUSEHOLD furntture, table, chairs.
available at once. Rawielgh Route
cousin, Mrs. H, W. Whitehill and every night this week (except Satur panied by Mrs. Earl F. Woodcock returned Tuesday to Sebago Lake.
day 1 and over Sunday at the Pente- and daughters. Elonia and Marjork’.1 Mr. and Mrs. Edward Oxton. of
^IJ^arn^Sm^more^kT
family.
Mass., who are visiting at No cash required, write today, raw- Hours 6 30 to 8 30 p. m fern brown.
Mrs. Luther A. Clark, Miss Helen costal Mission with Evangelists N E motored Sunday to South Portland, Rutland.
, . .
.
LEIGH S. DEPT, MEG-73-Z. Albany. , 28 Linden St., City.
84*86
84*89 ----------------------------Heresperger, of Indiana, Penn., Mrs, Buker, and W. E Buker as speakers. 1 where they were dinner guests of , their old home on Main street, were x y
YOUNG Holstein cow for sale. Just
A meeting of the Garden Club is Mr. and Mrs. Leon Auger, then go- complimented by a group of rela- girl experienced ln cooking and! freshened, henry aho. Union. Tel. 2-3
Alice Gordon, of Warren and Mrs.
ing on to Old Orchard before re- tives who gathered there recently
.^“k aty^uiA o™d spencer foundation garment,
turning home.
for a picnic supper. Those ln the salary. Tel. Rockland 647-21. before July' surgical supports for sale MRS. S. P.
24
___________________________ 85-87 , FOSS. The Laurlette. Tel. 1257-M 84*86
Miss Dorothy A. Stultz, who has party were Mr. and Mrs Ralph Wyllie ,__ . „ ---------------------------------------------------been visiting her father. Harry H. and Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Messer, of. mother s helper until sept l a. little Pr°^Nv?rvP1cheapln Apply'a"? th°l»dofnce
84-86
Stultz, for several days, returned to this town, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence — Meadow Road. Thomaston.-------- 8S*lt for information.
,
,
WANT to place $1500 or $2000 mortgage1 DINING table, six chairs, wash bench
Fairfield Sunday. Mrs. Stultz and Leach. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tibbetts, on my shore farm, all new buildings. and two tubs for sale. 49 Chestnut Bt.. 1
miles from Thomaston. Write P Camden.
83*85
Edward Thurston driving there to Mr. and Mrs. Huse Tibbetts and Miss few
care Courler-Oazette.
85*88
1200 lb horse for sale, also new milch
take her. They were also accom- Maerice Blackington, all of RockEXPERIENCED waitresses wanted at Jersey cow. L. B ROKES, Cobb Road.
once. Apply PARAMOUNT RESTAU Cemden.__________________________ 83*88
panied by Miss Dorothy’s brothers, land.
RANT. Main street. City.
85-lt
TRAILER for sale, can be used for
Harry and Donald Stultz, who reAbout 35, including members and
MAID wanted General plain cooking, camping, price $40 E. B. HALL. Olen
no
washing
or
ir
oning
,
wages
$8
per
guests
of
the
Federated
Circle
were
mained for a week's visit.
Cove.
83*85
week. MRS. J. R. WEEKS. Phone 367-12.
VINEGAR 19c gal. 9 large oak tubs.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Twlss, of delightfully entertained Tuesday
84*86
6 tons English grass. 10 tons blue Joint.
Lawrence. Mass., who have been night at the home of Miss Margare;
oirl for plain cooking and general 4 elder presses and graters, boiler and j
15 and 10 b. p.. 6 h. ,p. electric
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Percy E. Dem- G. Ruggles. A picnic supper was mrs r w. bickford. 60 Beech street. engine.
motor single phase, beds and tables. 22
cords
heavy
dry cordwood. Prices right.
mons for ten days went Wednesday served in the garden by Mrs. Edith Ze: 143-w:___________________ 84-tf
have money. SIMONTON. Rock
to Belfast to pass a few days' with Richards. Mrs. Mary Fales, Mrs as“Ln°’?d™v woman STmiSi" Must
ville.
83*85
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Jewett.
Edith Hathorne and Miss Cora, *'rlte or cal1 M G 8 • 77 No Maln street
SECOND-hand furntture for sale.
' City.
83*85 Dining table, buffet. Singer-sewing
Miss Frederica Wade, who has Fogerty, assisted by Miss Anna ~reliXble kitchen woman wanted', machine stand and silent salesman show
been guest of Miss Edith Wilson, for Dillingham and Miss Margare; »>'<> reliable waitress, to work in tea case, price very reasonable. MRS
.
,
.
, . _
..
.
,
. ,
room.
References required ln both J.ASPER RAWLEY 120 Limerock, St..
79«tf
two weeks, has returned to Scituate, Jordan. A short business meeting cases. Tel. 709-j.
84-tf City
CABBAGE plants for sale. Danish ball
Mass.
: was held and the remainder of the experienced young woman wanted
and round heads. OVERNESS
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Robinson and evening spent socially.
^rkf’roumS? h^e‘°WrneWcthBh°«re heads
SARKESIAN. 157 Talbot Ave., Tel. 568-W.
83*85
children. Virginia. Alma, and Sylvia. ! Reservations are being made for Courier-Gazette____________________ 83-85
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
of
Providence,
arrived
at
North
the
card
party
at
the
home
of
Miss
and
T
^^r
co.
“
‘
Appfy J.
let
for
the
season.
Phone
us.
Rockland
SWEET
JUICY
WATERMELONS
83-85 980, STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
Cushing Saturday. Mr. Robinson re- Christine E Moore, on School street, sot* co ■ Thomaston.
82-tf I
PICK OF THE SEASONS FINEST
GIRL wanted for cooking and house
turned home Sunday and his family Friday at 7:30 for the benefit of the
EACH
PURE HONEY for sale. Nature s finest
work 8 to 4 References. Tel. 375-4 83-tf
EXTRA LARGE 26-32 LB AVERAGE
sweet,
by
Parcel
Post.
3
pounds
75c.
6
is occupying an apartment in the Nursing Association.
EXPERIENCED
grocery
cleric
„„„ x$145. O A. TARR. Star Route.
or pounds
Mrs. Ida Smith house for the re
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Oxton are chauffeur wants work. References. HER- Rockland
78*86
MAN SIMMONS. Tel. 657-M . 15 Grace ———■
—
mainder of the season.
returning to Rutland. Mass. Friday, st
84*86
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood
LARGE - FREE STONE BASKET
under cover, also lumber. T. J. CARHOUSEKEEPER wanted. permanent ROLL. Tel. 263-21, Rockland.
Mrs. Laura Albee, of Swampscott, after a three-weeks stay at their
76-tf
NATIVE BEETS
bch 5 c
CARROTS calif 2bchs13c Mass., who has been visiting Mr. ‘ West End home which was built by b°’rzAinsL MedSi Mmne.P&y A83*88 THIRTY foot cabin Cruiser for sale
equipped, call FLY'S OARAGE
and Mrs. Henry Bucklin, for two Gen. Henry Knox for his son, Henry, man. reliable, to become an automo- fully
_______________________________ 73-tf
'
j
weeks, went Monday to Magee the property having been left to them
^Vn^rance1" &
1
"
5
'um
experience un- 1 USED stoves of all kinds bought and
necessary. No selling Write ASSOCI- Pcl<t. C. E OROTTON. 138 Camden St.. I
Island where she will spend the re- by Mrs. Sarah Snow,
WHOLE DDCAH
SPECIALLY
20 0- Q,
ATED ADJUSTERS. Box 564A, Mllwan- I Tel 1214-M_______________________ 79-tf j
mainder of the summer
WHEAT DKCAU
PRICED
LOAF Yc
The Fublic Library is to benefit x>- wise___________________
84*86
MOTOR boat for sale 25 ft. by 6-6 ft. |
IRON strong box or safe wanted to ! mahogany open launch, windshield.
The next H. Wellington Smith from the play to be given July 27
z-xt,
.
... t_ ■»» j
■ .
, ..
hold records Fire protection wanted Gray 6-40 engine ln good condition. I
Chorus rehearsal will be Monday at in Watts hall. The presentation will not thief protection^ Medium size' Asking price $450." frank d. winchCORNED BEEF to^sem X cans2
815.
be a comedy, ' Broken Dishes." di- E";!1- buA ca"..only pay sma‘‘ sum
Friendship, Me
6a-1:
w
M. G
care The CourierPRUDENCE cob"e«d HASH ”o5f21«
Mrs. Ella Prescott, of Boston, who rected by Marshall Bradford. He Gazette
83*85 w«_*«*****. —
GOOD plain cook wanted, neat and I ♦
has been guest of Warden and Mrs. will also appear as the leading man
willing .Protestant, age 30 years to 50 |
BABBITT'S CLEANSER 3 «. 1O<
Edward P. Johnson, for several days and playing opposite him will be Mrs years. For Connecticut. Good salary
returned yesterday to Alfred where Grace Rollins, of Rockland. Other ^"c^u’er-Oazctte Address c<j^5 »>
DEL MONTE PEARS 2SS!29«
she is spending the summer.
| popular amateurs from Warren.
FIVE-room furnished tenement with
bath to let, all modern FLOYD L.
Harry Archibald and son. Ralph. Thomaston and Rockland will conn
SHAW
47 No Main street________ 84-tf
FRIEND'S BEANS
2
29c
of Dover. N. H.. were recent visitors piete the cast.
EIOHT-room house to let at Southend,
paper and paint throughout, new
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Austin
John L. Barker, of Portland, for« new
HIRE S EXTRACTS
3.o°. 21c
bath, toilet, lavatory. Call 520-M, from
Davis, in North Cushing enroute to merly of- this town, called on Old ** — ****•— — ■****'-• 5to 7 p. m.________________
84-86
' - - I PS. MAT.Y REUTER, osteopathic phy
Prince Edward Island.
friends here recently.
FURNISHED rooms to let. with bath
sician. 158 Talbot avenue, Rockland.
PALMOLIVE SOAP
3 CAKES
««■. 14=
83*85
Mr. and Mrs. Horace A. Keizer
Members of General Knox Chap- I Taxl from Ma,n street upon request , I-277 Main 6t
11 OZ
79-tf I FOUR-room tenement to let.
38
(Ina Coatesi are receiving congra- ter, D.A.R. have received an invitaPKGS 23.
nr.lao.e natr goods at
electric
flush
SUPER SUDS
rvcimw.c
au Rockiwuk Mechanic
,,DC ... street,
c tr C'KTTC'
TVMtT lights,
*
tulations upon the birth July 11 of a tion to attend the joint summer out- land Huir store. 24 Em Bt. Man orders ^sa7?rws keniston. 176 Main st
LB TIN 45c
daughter, Kay Katherine, at the lng of the Maine Society of the _________________________________ 79-tf I -------------------------------------------------MAYFAIR TEA
THRBE-room
furnished
apartment
SUITS remodeled, repairing, pres.lng
l>a—„w '**’ V
STUDLEY. TeL
home of Mrs. Keizer's parents Mr. D.A.R. and the S A.R Saturday, at
k|F/*v A D TE A ORANCE
OR ANCE PEKOE I;i LB
c
and suits mad? to measure NEW YORK 1154 or J30'
BZ-tr (
india ceylon pkg
and Mrs. Earl Coates. Wadsworth Pemaquid Point A luncheon will be 1 taylor' “corner' Main"'and*''summer
FOUR-room tenement, upsta'.r.i. elec77-tl
trie
lights,
flush
closet
LAWRENCE
street.
served at Hotel Pemaquid at 1.30 and
MILLER. 26 Rankin St . Tel. 692-M
OUR OWN TEA
« «
17<
Dr. Marion May and Mrs. Esther it is suggested those planning to at- 1 lawn mowers sharpened—called for
79-tf
_ . ,
, „
. „
,
,
,
and delivered. Prompt service. CRIE
THREE-room furnished apartment to
aiPAT A D TE A FORMOSA, MIXED ’= i lift
Cobb, of Saco, were guests Tuesday tend make reservations. In the aft-| hardware co. Tel 791 Rockland,
79-tf let over A «feP Lafayette Square. (4 week,
and japan
pkg
of Warden and Mrs. Edward P. John- j ernoon there will be a parade at New
also 3 room and bath unfurnished $3.50
week. MIKE ARMATA.
73-tf
son.------------------------------------------------ - r ♦ —
TOMATO PASTE PACKER'S LABEL CAN 5«
THIRTY-EIGHT foot cabin Cruiser for
Mrs. Ernest Guest and daughter,
(Continued on Page Eight)
hire at anytime for sailing or fishing,
I Summer Cottages ; call FLYES GARAGE
73-tf
H LB TIN 15c
COCONOC
$
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
modern
Apply
at
CAMDEN
&
ROCK

9 OZ
68-tf
BEAUTIFUL cottage lots on Spruce LAND WATER CO. Tel 634
RAJAH MUSTARD PREPARED jar 7c
Head Island for sale. Tel Rockland
HOUSE to let. all modern, including
E53-13. or inquire R. B. SPEAR. Spruce oil burner; with garage, large corner lot.
RASP.
4 LB
Rtad
82-tf
Cor
Broadway and Limerock St.. $35
STRAW. 59c
JAR 49c
PRESERVES
THORNDIKE cottage on Hobbs Pond. month V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main 8t., I
Tel.
1154
or 330
79-tf
ARRICOT, BLACKBERRY, PINEAPPLE, CHERRY, QUINCE
Hope, to let Fully furnished, electricity,
THOMASTON

FOR SALE

♦ LOST AND FOUND ’

WANTED

Consult us .. .

on your child’s sum
mer shoe problems!
Don’t experiment with your children’s feet! Get
them shoes that fit properly . . . shoes that allow
normal and healthy foot growth. Bring them in
now for an accurate foot test. Our attendants
are experts in the are of fitting shoes. We ran
save you much trouble and money!

Children’s Shoes from $1.98 to $4.00
Foot Test Given Absolutely Free of Charge

MCLAIN SHOE STORE

55e

PEACHES

ROCKLAND, ME.

432 MAIN STREET,

GLIDERS

Z9c

<
<
——»

TO LET

MiSCELLANEOUS
ajqja

swum

i tc

Zj'

NECTAR TEA &

NECTAR TEA

»

REDDY

etc. Reasonable price. Tel Lincolnville
11-6 or call at Pond. T. B. LaFOLLEY
82*84
COTTAGE to let. at Ingraham Hill,
water,
toilet.
lights.
fire
place,
CHAMBER of COMMERCE
85-tf
WELL- furnished house to let on,
Spruce Head, suitable for summer cottage. sleeping accommodations for six. I
5 minute walk to beach. Firewood, rent j
reasonable. Tel. Rockland 853-13, or lnSpruce Head. Me.
I
quire R. B. SPEAR.i. a

FIRE

Kindier CLEAN. SAFE 2 PKGS 25c
SUNNYFIELD

5 LB BAG 19<

Rolled Oats

SLICED SUGAR CURED. RINDLESS
n
MEAT A GROCERY
ib
stores

Bacon

33c

GINGER ALE OR
SPARKLING WATER

19c

12o^59c

SUNNYFI&LD

Bacon
BURRY'S

LB PKG

sliced

YUKON CLUB

DUNDEE

LB 15c

Assortment

(CONTENTS ONLY)

ONCE
.

SUNSHINE

Prmientos
TICK

2 OZ JAR

A visitor
Mrs. Flora Fernald of Los Angeles. —
formerly Flora Knowlton of Deer
———————*————♦—•
Island, for which point she was |
RFAI FSTATF
♦
bound, after many years' absence in ,
EnJlnlEi
the West, to renew old-time aquaint- | «*♦•*****• — •**«
, .
.
.,
HOUSE at 90 Mechanic St, for sale, or
ance. Zvccompanied by her three j t0 iet. r. k snow.
82-tf I
sisters of Boston and Portland. Mrs
SPECIAL for sale: 70 farms. 50 city
j Fernald is making a motor tour of : -b^Tor
Maine, and her call at the newspaper payment down. v. F. studley Tel.
. 1154 or 330.
79-tf |
| office was to bring to its personnel
loOxioo.~ ith'concwte foun'dathc good wishes of their former well- ! tion, all ready to build on. 25x27 Call
known friend. Henry Trowbridge, one
77.M
time of Thomaston, now in business I modern seven room house and
in 7 nx Ancclpx where hix address Ls
feet. Excellent locain Los Angeles, where nis aaaress is jikarage.
tlon &t Lot
19 63x80
FranUln
,treet. Tel. 186-R
Wilcox Building, and where alwaysfor information.
47*tl
he will be bglad to have word from 1| about pacre
ubll= of wharfage
,orand
sale space
or w and
let:
these Knox County parts, where so Including former Curtlae Wright build
lng and railway, I. L. SNOW CO . Agents.
many of his younger years were hap
67-81-tf
pily spent.
BEAUTIFUL summer home. Shore of I

5c

FLY

Sprayers

EACH

19c
Tlo^jdA

TICK

Insecticide

PINT CAN

35c

CHANTICLEER CHICKEN MAYONNAISE

Spread

3!J OZ JAR

15c

ICE BOX FREEZE

Midco
IVORY

2

5CANS
'i oz XwC
"1,

24c

Soap Flakes »»
OXOL

Cleanser

16 OZ BOT

15<

PREPARED

Mustard

QUART JAR

10c

Pint Jars
°0ZEN 69c
Quart Jars
D0ZEN 79c
2-Qt. Jars
DOZEN $1.09
Jelly Tumblers dozen 45«
Pak-Tite Jar Rings p|tG 5e
Jar Rings ‘luck 3pkg<25c
Sealing Wax
cake 10c
8 OZ BOT 27c
Certo

"GET YOUR COPY OF THE A&P MENU SHEETS. IT'S
FREE. ASK THE MANAGER FOR A COPY."

iswanMattiEnH

FOWL
FANCY MILK FED
4-5 LB AVERAGE
CHUCK ROAST BONELESS HEAVY STEER
RUMP STEAK
heavy steer beef
SMOKED SHOULDERS
Frankforts BRANlP »19c
Corned Beef ielliedls 19c
FRESH SLICED

Swordfish

lb

45c

lb

MACARONI
AND CHEESE Loaf
(RESH

lb 35c

LB

29c
25c

LB

Fish Sticks

21c

cHumc £aksd!
RANDMOTHER'S WHITE
BREAD has a golden brown
crust and a creamy white grain
- - just like home baked bread.

G
T

I

STICKNEY CORNER

is made of the finest ingredients, too, in a modern,
clean bakery.
Grandmother’s bread must be good,

so many families prefer

it.

L" 25c

2 lbs 25c

BEiP -Rod Stoics

SMALL apartment now available.
MRS A H JONES. 5 Talbot Ave. Tel
576
79-tf
APARTMENT to let modern ln every
way. fine location. PHIL SULIDES Tel.
276-M. city.
79-tl
APARTMENT to let conxpletely redecorated with bath, heater, garage and
garden space. 12 Knox St„ Tel. 156-W.
79-tf
“
“ let' “"'•fh. centrally log2-rf cated; also 3-room furnished apartment.
heated; 4-room apartment on Camden
I street. MRS FROST. Tel 318-W. 79-tf
OF THOMASTON
TWO apartments to let at evruer or
.
.
,
Union and Orove SU. MRS. LEOLA
in town yesterday was' rose. 100 Union st.
79-tf

e;

Mooselookmeguntlc lake. Rangeley, Me.
i All furnished, ready tc step right ln.
Large screened porch, fire places, bath
rooms. Spring water piped Into camp.

Mr. and Mrs Murdick Cramer are
’Stmnf
h°andJ
occupying their cottage, and Thel- Death of owner cau,e of sale Write
, L.
,
. ,
. . ,, .
, ! COBB-WINSLOW, INC., 138 Main street,
bert Day who had rented it in past Lewiston, Maine.
85-87
years, has moved to Union.
!
'..J.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Hill are at their I week Miss May Ryan of New York
home here for the summer.
j and Mrs. Mary Martin of Portland.
Mrs. Mary Doucette who has ein- 1 Miss Dorothy Marson is visiting
pioyment in New York, is at her her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
home for several weeks.
M. Hill.
Callers Sunday on Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Harbour of
R. J. Sargent were Mr. and Mrs. E. Mansfield, Mass., who have been
Payson Robbins, the Misses Moran abroad the past month, were visitors
of Augusta. Mr. and Mrs. Harold the weekend at the home of Mr. and
; Shaw of pardiner, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. A. M. Hill.
Arthur Wincapaw of Waldoboro and
Jessie Cramer and Mr. and Mrs.
, Mrs.' Clarence Cramer.
, Murdick Cramer have been enterI Mrs. Doucette has as guests this' taining company from Connecticut.

This is the season cf the great Out-of-Doors when
every possible hour must be spent in the open air in
the interest of health and happiness.

Spend these hours in full comfort in one of our
Deep Spring, Full Length, Ultra Smart Gliders.
They add charm and beauty to your porch or lawn
and they are built to stand plenty of use and wear.

L95 and up

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

,<nniitfcT0Y0URMEAL™/

®HFRUIT
Use these delicious ond

healthful canned fruit
juices plentifully, for

breakfast, for cocktails,
* and for mixing be verogesl

Sun-Dine—12 oz cans
Steer Beef

Orange Juice,

Chuck Roast, lb 19c
Lamb Fores,
ib 18c

Sun Sweet

Sliced

Calves Liver,

lb 49c

Prune Juice,

2 cans 25c
qt bot 21c

Clover Farm—No. 2 cans

Pineapple Juice 2 cans 29c
Sunkist Val.—220 pile

Oranges,

doz 35c

Jumbo

10c

Cantaloupes, ea.
New Cooking

Apples,

5 lbs 25c

Clover Farm Purr—No. 2 can*

Grapefruit Juice 2 cans 29c

Tomato Juice,

2 cans 21c

,

Fruit Syrup

pint jug 19c

Za-Rex,

■<5$>Ciover Farm Stores•=©>
PINE TREE DIVISION

THERE.
IS
AND
THAT IS

ONLY ONE MAGIC WATER

1

TAKE

JL-i

home a bottle
OF IMITATIONS

O BEWARE

'*
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TENANT'S HARBOR

OCl ETY
Hon. and Mrs. A. G. Rogers of
Greenville were guests Tuesday of
Mrs. Addle Rogers. On their return
Wednesday, they were accompanied
by Mrs. Rogers and daughter Mar
garet who will remain for two weeks.

Rev. Dr. Charles Park of the First
Unitarian Church, Boston, is a guest
of Major and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich at
The Crags, Tenant's Harbor.
Miss Peggy Shaw, of Augusta is the
guest of Miss Ruth Gregory. They
are members for a few days of a
houseparty in Matinicus.

Mrs. Charles Clifford Gammons,
Mrs. Clyde Spargo and Miss R.
Frances Wilson, of Wilmington, Del.,
are guests of Mrs. Harold C. Haskell
at Pleasant Beach.
Mrs. Arthur S. Foster has joined
the H. A. Buffum family at the
Grove street home for her summer
visit, where later she will be joined
by Mr. Foster.

Mr. and Mrs. Philip Howard who
recently arrived from New York are
Mrs. Gertrude Boody entertained now occupying the Gillette-McCarty
Monday Club at Crescent Beach.
cottage at Crescent Beach.

Robert Gregory is home from
Margaret and Helen Sullivan of
Akron, Ohio, on a visit of 10 days.
Augusta are visiting their grand
mother, Mrs. Delia Sullivan, at her
Norman Crockett wno has been home on Talbot avenue.
spending a vacation with relatives
in Rockland and vicinity returned to
Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper of Can
his home in Lancaster, Penn., accom ton, Mass., has arrived at her Spruce
panied to Albany, N. V., by Stanley Head cottage for the summer.
Payson. He will make a short visit
Miss Elizabeth Lynn of Melrose.
with his brother, George Crockett at
Mass., and Miss Mary McBride of
Buffalo.
Chelsea, Mass., are guests of Mr and
Mr and Mrs. Fred Trecartin were Mrs. T. E. McInnis, Crescent street.
weekend guests of Dr. and Mrs. E.
Mrs. A. C. Jones is Mrs. Gertrude
W Peaslee at their Southport cot
Boody's guest at Crescent Beach this
tage.
week.
Frederick Hall, who is employed by
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Eno of Skow
the United Rubber Co. in Naugatuck,
Conn., is spending two weeks vaca hegan were dinner guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Daniels, Talbot
tion at his home in this city.
avenue.
William McLain and party of Bos
Among the handsome yachts in the
ton are occupying the Spalding cot
harbor this week was the Alamo
tage at Holiday Beach.
owned by Garrett Hobart, son of the
Capt and Mrs. Monty Greene and late Vice President Garrett A. Ho
daughter Delma were dinner guests bart. Mrs. Hobart was formerly
Monday of Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Carolyn Briggs, a cousin of Mrs. E.
French.
F. Glover.
Donald Merriam of Augusta was a
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hall of Chi
Sunday guest of his parents. Mr. and cago arc occupying the Chatto cot
Mrs. Parker Merriam, Park street.
tage at Crescent Beach.

Francis Potter, M. D. of Boston is
guest at Wan-e-set Inn for the sum
THESE ARE EXCITINGLY DIFFERENT!
mer.
Mrs. Emma Dunn of Rockland and
daughter Annie of New York had din-!
ner Saturday at Cook's Lobster Shop.
Funeral services for Edwin Cook
were held Sunday at Irving Cook's !
BLUE AND WHITE PATENT
residence.
RED AND WHITE PATENT
Those employed at Wan-e-set Inn
are: Marion Wallace, Mary Merriatt.
OPEN TOE WHITE DOESKIN OXFORD
Irene Underwood and Archie Mc
(Dyeable)
Laughlin.
OPEN TOE WHITE DOESKIN SANDAL
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wall of New
(Dyeable)
York are occupying their cottage for
Many people take advantage of these last two styles, for you may
have them dyed any color or several eolors for 50 cents. Match your
the summer.
Dress or Accessories.
Mr. and Mrs. George Robins of
Barre. Vt., are guests at Wan-e-set1
These were formerly $2.50 and $2.95.
Inn for ‘a few days.
Mrs. Ellen Wallace is visiting her .
granddaughter, Marion Wallace.
all sizes
Roderick MacKenzie has opened his
cottage for the summer.
James Troup made a business trip
Saturday to Rockland.
31# MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Myrtle Taylor was home from Cam
den over the weekend.
John Fuller 'is at his old home for
Cosmopolitan Garden Club will be
July and August.
held at the Club rooms. 894 Wash
George Underwood and family have
ington street, Bath, Aug. 19, at 2:30.
moved to Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Howard Reid and
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Comstock of
son, Francis, of New York city are
Rockland spent the Fourth and Sun
vacationing for two weeks at the
(By pauHne Rlcker)
day with her mother, Mrs. Emma M.
camp of Mrs. L. M. Chandler, MeI Rockland Breakwater: All sports Torrey.
gunticook Lake.
j
H
Mr. and Mrs. .Peter Smith and Miss
Garden Club Committee
wcre at a standstill Tuesday morning
Gertrude
Smith of Brookline, Mass.,
The eighth annual flower show of at The Samoset, as many of the
with friends, are spending a vacation
the Garden Club will be held in the guests gathered on the verandas and
at one of the Gardiner cottages in
Opera House July 28, from 2 to 9 jq the tower suites while others
Martinsville.
p. m.
walked the mile-long breakwater in
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Jones of Gal
On the flower show committee are: i order to better view the activities in veston, Texas, recently made an over- I
Chairman, Mrs. Rexford Daniels, Rockland Harbor.
night visit with his aunt, Mrs. Etta
Miss Anne Alden, Mrs. Leon Bryant, j
...
Wall.
Mrs. E. Bromley, Mrs. Edward |J.
The boat bearing the President
Mrs. Robert Bald, Jr., who has em
Cornelis, Mrs. Schuyler E. Day, Rex passed the lighthouse about 11 o’clock
ployment in New York State, has been
ford Daniels Mrs. Donald Dodge,
and was followed by two destroyers spending the past two weeks with
Mrs. A. E. Greenlaw, Miss Alice
Mr. Bald and son at the home of Mr.
Hanson, Mrs. Philip E. Lee, Mrs. J. and last of all a large white yacht.
Bald's parents.
The
harbor
was
filled
with
yachts
Riker Proctor, Mrs. E. A. Robbins,
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Elwell and two
Mrs. Eugene Rich, Mrs. Walter Rich, and small boats all cruising about to
children of Unity, accompanied by a
Mrs. Theodore Ross, Mrs. William H. view the craft. Two seaplanes were
friend, were guests Sunday of Mr.
Stalker, Mrs. Ed-wy L. Taylor, Mrs. lying at anchor just inside the break
and Mrs. Ormond Hopkins.
J. B. Waterbury, Mrs. Pearl Willey, water all night and as the boat bear
Mrs. Josephine Phinney of Mass
Mrs. Nerita Wight, Mrs. D. Preston ing the President left the pier they
achusetts is visiting Mrs. Nannie M.
Wysong, Jr.
j took off and circled the harbor and
Wheeler,
I then escorted the President's boat out
Mrs. Reid Pierson is confined to the
The annual meeting of the Knox into Penobscot Bay.
house by illness.
County Association for Rural Re
9 • 9 •
Miss Evelyn Morris has returned j
ligious Education, will be held in the
Mrs. D. Snider Hay-of New York from a week's visit with friends at
vestry of the Congregational Church and Mrs. John Aspinwall of New
Carratunk.
,
Rockland, July 22 at 7:30.
burgh, New York registered Tuesday.
Miss Helen Gilchrist of New York
• • • •
has arrived at her summer cottage.
ORFF'S CORNER
Miss Grace O’Connor, Mrs. M.
Mrs. John Mathews and daughter
Mrs. Minnie Earle of Auburn was Laney and J. A. King of Dorchester Jane of Belmont, Mass, are occupy
guest of her brother. Percy R. Ludwig, and Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Pratt and ing their cottage for the summer.
for two days recently.
Dr. and Mrs. Harry N. Pratt of Bos
Mrs. Henrietta G. Cook, Miss Elsie
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Bragg enter ton registered Tuesday.
Gilkey and Mr. and Mrs. Sumner
tained Sunday relative^ from Lew
Smaft of Searsport were guests Sun
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Burgess of Wis day of Mr, and Mrs. Edwin S. Wheeler.
iston.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Douglass and casset registered Wednesday
Dr. and Mrs. C. J. Astle and son
niece of Lowell, Mass., are visiting
Herbert have returned home to ConMr. and Mrs. L. B. Costello of Lew.
Mr. and Mrs. Vellis Weaver.
anicut, R. I., after spending a week
Thomas Skidgel, Floyd Hoch and iston lunched here Wednesday. with the doctor’s mother, Mrs. Julia
Thomas Bragg enjoyed a fishing trip Other luncheon guests were Mr. and j Astle.
to Moosehead Lake over the weekend Mrs. E. M. Dickenson and Mrs. H. I
Miss Virginia Sprague is visiting Dennett of Holyoke, Mass., and Mrs j
C. H Graves of Springfield, Mass
relatives in Massachusetts.

Miss Emma Harding has as guest
Mrs. Harold Pillsbury, daughter
for the week, Miss Marjorie Davis Janet and son Harold, and Miss Jane
of Gardiner who was her roommate Pillsbury of Baltimore, and Miss
at Farmington Normal school.
Franklin of Brooklyn are occupying
the Gonia cottage at Crescent Beach.
The eleventh birthday of Virginia, Dr. Pillsbury comes for the month
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer of August. The southerners find the
Witham, was observed by a party ocean breezes most welcome, after
given by young friends Friday at her leaving a community where the tem
home on Lawrence street. A bright perature stood at 109 last Friday.
ly decorated birthday cake was served
White Sharkskin and Congo cloth
with the refreshments and numerous
games furnished entertainment dur suits at reduced prices. Alfreds
ing the afternoon. The juvenile Perry, 7 Limerock street.—adv.
851t
hostess received several gifts. Those
present were Kathleen Blackman.
Naomi Rackliffe, Ruth Robinson,
CAMDEN
Nancy Parker, Gloria Witham, and
Col. F. R. Elunt of Guntersville,
Pauline Beal. Mrs. Irving Barbour
Ala., was recent guest of Mr. and
assisted Mrs. Witham in serving.
Mrs. Charles Atkins.
Ivan Young of New Haven, Conn.,
David Curtis is a guest of Edward
Peaslee for a week at the Peaslee is visiting relatives in town.
O. W. Hellberg of Boston and B.
cottage, West Southport.
K. Mitchell of New York city were in
Supt. and Mrs. Ray Robinson of town this week on business connected
Harrington, and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph with the Western Union Telegraph
G. Oakes and daughter Emily of Co.
Freeport were recent guests of Supt.
Henry Gould of East Orange. N. J.,
and Mrs. E. L. Toner.
is visiting his mother, Mrs. W. P.
Gould. Megunticook street.
The A. H. Newbert Association will
Chief Allen Payson, assistant chief,
meet Friday night with Mr. and Mrs Eugene Thompson and Colburn
Milton Griffin at their Spruce Head Thompson were in Brewer Tuesday
cottage.
attending the Maine Fire ChiefsP
convention.
The Tuesday evening card* party
Mrs. W. P. Edwards of Boston is
given at G.A.R. hall by the Sons of
enjoying an outing at Lgke Megun
Union Veterans Auxiliary, had five
ticook.
tables in play. High scores went to
The women of the Firm Bureau
Miss Phyllis Levendoski, Miss Nina
Marshall, Mrs. Betty Vafiades, Mrs met at Megunticook Grange hall
Wednesday for an all-day session.
Nellie Cunningham, and Mrs. Annie
The
subject for the day was canning.
O’Brien. Mrs. Mae Cross and Mrs.
Nellie Achorn were hostesses and Mrs. Sarah Young and Mrs. Jessie
Josselyn were the dinner committee.
light refreshments were served.
The funeral of Miss Mary Alice
Mrs. Susie Davis and Edward Vose Howe, 81, will be held1 from her
were Sunday guests at the Rollins Lincolnv'ille residence today at 2
o’clock.
cottage, Holiday Beach.
The daughter of Mr. and 'Mrs.
Richard Marston of Portland ar Lloyd Thomas had her fingers
rived Wednesday to be a guest of caught in a washing machine Tues
relatives in this city. He will be day and it was necessary to close the
a new assistant at the Clover Farm wound with two stitches.
Store, Park street.
Although all clues have been
traced and anyone thought to have
You are losing money and your known anything in regard to the •
health is in danger If your refrig actions of Mrs. Ada Mills, previous
erator is not cold enough to guard to her murder last week and which
your food against spoilage during would lend any possible assistance in
this hot weather. By all means test running down the murderer, have
your refrigerator now with an ac been interviewed, the officers are j
curate Cold-Gauge. Adults can ob still in the dark as regards the hor- j
tain one Free at McLoon Sales & rible deed which nas shocked the j
Service. Authorized Frlgidaire dealer, town and county. The hunt con- i
while a limited supply lasts. Come ln tinues and all clues are being investi- !
and get yours today.
85-lt gated as quickly as possible.
Fred Thorndike and family of
Chicago are spending a few weeks j
You'll be delighted with
ln town.
our Permanents. Five
William Henry Cotton, 85, died
modern methods.
Only the best in
Wednesday at his home at Hosmer'
workmanship,
Pond. He leaves a wife, one daugh
materials
ter, Mrs. Ada Upham of West Rock
Perfect
port and a son, William Cotton, who
results
guaranteed. piade his home with him. Mr. Cotton
Prices to suit was born in Hope and was a success
everybody. ful farmer. Mr. and Mrs. Cotton had
VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP been married 62 years. Funeral ar
84 PARK ST.
TEL. 1123-W rangements have not been completed, i
58tf
The annual flower exhibit of the'

it

OPEN TOE SANDALS

ON SALE FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
AT $1.89

Health, Happiness and Comfort are never out of style. Let us help
you to health, happiness, genuine summer comfort and at the same
time style with economy and the pleasant feeling of knowing your
clothes are “Right.”

Now $1.89

MEN’S FLANNELS
Just 24 Suits in New Summer
Flannels

$13.50

BLACKINGTON’S

“DUKE OF KENT”
The new Duke of Kent Shirt in
Smart Peasant Crash

$1.65
In Dubonnet, Red, Leather Brown
and Natural Linen

“SHIRTCROFT”
SHIRTS
In Plaids, Checks, Stripes and
White Mesh

$1.65
“CAPE COD” SHIRTS
In Hunter Green, Marine Bluet
Finest Quality

$1.95
SLACKS
Ideal Summer Apparel

$1.50 to $7.50

BRADLEY SWEATERS
For Men—One of a Kind—
Greatly Reduced Prices

$1.95 to $5.00
Sleeveless Bradley Sweaters For
Sports Wear at

$1.00

THE NEW KEDS
The New Ked*: “Yeoman” from
Robin Ilood in Friar Turk Brown
and Allcn-A-Dale Blue—

$2.50
These Are Distinctly New

BERG HATS
Berg Summer Featherweight
Felts

$3.50

FELT SPORTSTERS
Red, White, Green, Gray, Tan and
Brown

$1.50

BLACKINGTON’S
310 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

• •99

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
His life in
his hands...
and a girl
in his arms)

Registering Tuesday were Mr. and
Mrs. Robert L. Raymond of Milton, j
Mass., who were returning from Bar'
Harbor and Miss R. A. Bell, Miss
Mabel A. Bell and Miss Mary C. Bell
of Commonwealth avenue, Boston,
and George K. Vinnicum and his
mother of Swansea, Mass.
9

9

9

9

Charles Eisenlohr of Philadelphia
arrived from Bar Harbor on the New
York express this morning, and will
spend the balance of the season. His
yacht Charmarie preceded him by
| two days, having come from the
I West Indies.

'DON'T WORRY, BOYS,

SHE'S GOING OUT
BUT
A

I

SHAKE

WICKED

SKILLET"

THE BABY SHOP
We have added to our stock

BABY WOOLS
in pastel shades

Four Fold Germantown
Two and Three Fold

Saxony
Paramount Picture
lorry Crabb* • Roymond Hotton
Marsba Hunt • Jon* Rbadts
A

Bated upon Zane Gray'* story
"Raiders of Spanish Peaks*1

TODAY

HERBERT MARSHALL
in
“FORGOTTEN FACES”

Lady Jane and
Pompadour Wool
These arc the .same high grade
wools formerly carried by us for all
fine work. Also—

Crochet Hooks and
Knitting Needles

ANYONE CAN

Crockett’s Baby Shop
9 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND
Just around the corner Irom
Perry’s Market

NOW
PLAYING

COOK...ELECTR iCALLY
Men, who are proud owners of Electric Ranges, like to
ask their friends in to a stag party. You can make a
hit with your friends because there will be no "strike
outs." Thera are no failures and no wasted materials
when food is cooked electrically.

“MOON’S OUR HOME”
With
MARGARET SULLAVAN, HENRY FONDA

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Women, too, like to show off their kitchens when a
beautiful modem Hotpoint Electric Range adorns it.
Thoso who use electric lights and electric refrigerators
should also use electricity for cooking because it's

BRIDE WALKS OUT
with

BARBARA STANWYCK,
GENE RAYMOND
A story of a girl with champagne lips
who said yes to the wrong man.
Phone 892
Matinee 2. Evg. 6.45, 8.45.
Cont. Sal. 2.15 to 10.45
Daylight Saving Time

Own a HOTPOINT Electric Rango
for only $2.45 monthly

cheaper and better.

Tho more electricity you use, the less it costs per kwh.

CENT

AINE

WEt^COMP,
POWE
MPAMY

USE 20 ELECTRICITY

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON

Rubenstein’s
THE VALUE STORE

Mr. Roosevelt’s Introduction
of Grovp Politics Seeks to
Set Class Against Class:
He Heads the “Haue-Nots”
Against the “Haves”

(Continued from Page Six)

tinue in this position, and will also were made for a food sale for the
i complete a course of study at benefit of the Willard Centenary
Thomas-tan Girl Weds Bank Teller Columbia University to obtain her Fund. The Union endorsed resolu
at SL James Church—Reception Bachelor of Science degree in public tions passed at the County Convention
of the Christian Citizenship and
For Fifty Relatives
health nursing.
------Mr. Gutoske was graduated from made plans for house to house can
A lovely, but simple wedding, a banking school in Toronto, and for vass in the interest of vote "No" on
solomnized Tuesday was that of Miss eight years has resided in the United the local option question. The next
Margaret Eleanor Pelt, of Jersey states. He is employed as a teller in meeting will be Aug. 7 with Mrs. Alice
^ty, N. J.. daughter of Mr. and the Hudson City Savings Bank, and Watson.
Mrs James D. Pelt, of this town, and was graduated from a New York city
Theodore Joseph Gutoske, also of banking school of accounting last
BIG FIVE LEAGUE
Jersey Olty, son of Mrs. Margaret month.
Dragons 5, So. Thomaston 1
Outoske, of Barry's Bay, Ontario,
After a short wedding trip Mr.
In a twilight game played on the
and the late John Gutoske. This Gutoske and his bride will reside at
ceremony was performed at 10 260 Harrison avenue, Jersey City, Cement Field Tuesday night, the j
o’clock at St. James Church by Rev. where they will be at home after! Dragons defeated South Thomaston
5 to 1. The Dragons did all of their
Fr. J. A. Flynn. The sole decora- July 20.
tions in the Church were clusters of' Among the out-of-town guests scoring in the first two innings, tak-'
lovely delphinium.
were: Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Baldwin, ing advantage of an error and a hit
Escorted to the alter by her father, of Union City, N. J.; Mrs. Emest batsman in the first Inning which
the bride was attractive in a white Guest and daughter, Jaqueline, combined with two hits scored three.
gown of mousseline de soie and a Jamaica Estates, Long Island: Vln- runs. In the second a hit and a base '
tulle veil. Her bouquet was of white cent (Schanck, Jersey City and on balls together with Hunt's double j
sweet peas and fern. Mrs. David Samoset Hotel; Mr. and Mrs. Ed- gave them their final 2 runs. After that ■
Renegar (Alice Pelt), of Jersey City, ward Monaghan and Miss Esther the Dragons were helpless before the
was her sister's only attendant and Monaghan, Tenant's Haitor; Mrs. offerings of Makinen. The 'Keag I
with her gown of cornflower blue Arthur Cullen, Mrs. William Wiggin, scored their run in the seventh, by
mousseline de soie she wore a leg- Mrs. Janet Steele and Miss Eliza virtue of 2 singles and a wild pitch,
horn hat and carried a bouquet of Steele, Rockland; Mrs. Elizabeth to avoid a shut-out. The score:
South Thomaston
garden flowers. The bride’s mother, Monaghan, and Mr. and Mrs. Peter
GUTOSKE-FELT NUPTIALS
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Results of other matches during
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Maine elections.
j South Thomaston 0 0 0 0 0 0 1—I the play-off were Dr. Foss defaulted
daughter Muriel of South Hope and Clinic and during this time began in Belfast.
The fact is, of course, that the
• • * •
Mr and Mrs. Charles Claxton of study at Simmons College. In 1932
The child of Mr. and Mrs. Merton
Two-base hits, W. Makinen, Starr, to Walker. Crane beat Howard, A.
economic condition of the workers
Another Democrat Walks
Philadelphia Mr. and Mrs. Claxton she went to New York city where she Wadsworth was taken recently to j Hunt. Sacrifice hit. Ladd. Base on C. McLoon beat John McLoon. Al.
and farmers of the country improved
William Cabell Bruce, former Unit- ’ are spending two weeks at Green has been employed as a district nurse Rockland for throat treatment by Dr. balls. Makinen. Stolen bases. A. McCarty beat Dick Reed. Gascoigne
steadily during the half century pre- I
Makinen. Mosher. Wink Starr. Bis- beat Felix 8almond. Homer Robin
ed States Senator from Maryland Gables in Camden.
for the Metropolitan Life Insurance Ellingwood.
ceding the world-wide economic col-I
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. The W.C.T.U. met with the presi- bee. Hit by pitcher. Mosher, Jenkins son beat Art Flanagan. Sorrent beat
lapse of 1929 The seventy-two hour !has Jomed A1 Smith
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Mlss Corinne White of Boston, Is Company until recently, when she
Bill Glendenning and Al Emery beat
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Charlie Wotton.
- ---------------------worth.
of the nursing staff. She will con- being well attended. Arrangements I Wild pitch, Perry.
. ... . „__ appointed in Roosevelt"
he says.
the sixty hour week and this in turn
to the forty-eight and finally the
OPEN UNTIL 8.30 EVENINGS
forty hour week. Farm income had
Peel1 ■'ot Supporting Roosevelt
421 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
risen steadily, with the result that [ George N Peek, pioneer ln the j
TEL. 916
hundreds of thousands of farmers' Mid-Western farm movement and
had been able to modernize their: former A A A. Administrator and j
THE END OF A NURSE’S DAY
houses, buy automobiles, obtain special adviser on foreign trade to J
Seven o'clock! and the nurse's work luxuries and generallj- live on a high- I President Roosevelt, declared TuesWas done for another day!
er scale than ever before. Other hun- j day that he would not support the j
She heaved a sort of tired sigh
And put the charts away.
dreds of thousands put their children 1 farm and foreign trade programs of'
Then sat for a moment and bowed her through college.
the Roosevelt administration. He
head
Over the little white desk—
Throughout all of this transfor said that the Republican platform
"I wonder,” said she to herself, "after
mation the outstanding fact was that contained most of his recommenda
all.
Am I really doing my best?”
there were no fixed class barriers. tions on these subjects.
• • « •
“Perhaps I could have begun the day There was not, of course, economic
With a brighter, cheerier smile.
Democratic Leaders Switch
And answered the (bells with— Right equality. There cannot be economic
away
equality when there is inequality of
Letters made public Tuesday re
Instead of after a while.’ ”
ability, of energy and of character. vealed that Gov. Landon has received
r
“And I might have listened with
But countless individuals rose from promises of support from many
sweeter grace.
To the story of Six’s woes.
humble origins to positions of eco Democrats ail over the country.
She may be suffering more, perhaps.
More than anyone knows/’
nomic or political power. Individu Among those whose names have not
“And I might have refrained from the alism triumphed over class grouping. been published previously, are in
halfway frown,
....
cluded H. Clay Armstrong, a life
Altho I was busy then.
Roosevelt
now
frankly long Democrat, of Pensacola. Fla.;
When the frail little girl, with sad blue ! Mr.
eyes.
preaches group politics as well as Coal Yates, a Grapevine, Texas
Kept ringing again and again.”
group economics. His dream of farmer; Lee C. Israel, a veteran at
“And I might have spoken a kindlier
America is of a semi-collectivist state the Colorado Soldiers Home, and
word.
To the heart of that restless boy.
I in which classes and groups shall
Garon Owen, a third-generation
And stop for a moment to help him find
The missing part of his toy.”
i organize as classes or groups. As Democrat of Mobile. Ala.
•’Or perhaps the patient ln eighteen a. j usual, he fails to think his plan
• • • •
Just needed a gentler ♦ouch.
1 through to its logical conclusions.
There are lots of things I might have
Townsend and Politics
done
The creation of groups implies
• •
And lt wouldn’t have taken much.”
Plans for changing the whole scope
government by lobbies. Each group
“She sighed again and brushed a tear, tries to obtain for itself special and course of Old Age Revolving
Then whispered.—praying low.
Pensions. Ltd., and making it into a
My Ood. how can you accept this day. privileges and concessions from the
CUTS DOWN CARBON
When lt has been lacking so’”
political party instead of a group of
II
government. * Those groups which
And Ood looked down—He heard the are most unscrupulous and can best clubs of the aged, were announced
sigh.
Tuesday by Dr. Francis E Townsend
He saw the shining tear.
terrorize politicians are surest of
Then sent his angel messenger,
on the eve of hiss national convention,
success and soon dominate thc
To whLsper ln her ear.
The first step in the change. Towns
government.
..
“You could have done better today,
end said, will be to make the name
But. Oh! the Omnipotent one.
Mr. Roosevelt’s appeal is to those
of his organization "The Townsend
8eelng your faults, does not forget.
The beautiful things you have done.” whom he terms the ‘'under-privi
Recovery Plan" rather than "Old
“He knows, little nurse, that you love leged." That there are many such in Age Revolving Pensions. Ltd."
your work
this country is obvious, though no
No attempt will be made to put a
In this house of pain and sorrow.
where near as many as in other
So gladly forgives the lack of today.
Townsend presidential candidate in
For you will do better tomorrow.”
countries. But Mr. Roosevelt's ap
the field for the 1936 election, the
The nurse looked up with a grateful peal is so couched as to rouse hate
Doctor said but after November the
smile.
rather than hope in their breasts.
“Tomorrow I’ll make lt right.”
Townsend movement will be altered
Then added a note In the order book,
His offers to help them are utterly
“Be good to them tonight.”
and moulded along the lines of the
—Anon
vague. This is not surprising as he
Democratic and Republican parties.
is less interested in helping them
» • • •
than in having them help him. He
How Maine Stands
wants their votes—and by setting
Maine is 70 per cent for Governor
himself up as their leader in a "war"
Republican
Presidential
against those whose farms are un Landon
mortgaged, whose businesses have nominee, and 30 per cent for Presi
survived, or who are still with jobs, dent Roosevelt, who seeks re-election.
he is thinking only in terms of poten This information was received Tues
NO Bnuhinf—Recommended By Dentiiti
day by Chairman Sewal) of the
Approved By Good Hoaiekeepioi Bureau
tial ballots.
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